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ABSTRACT
CONTEXTUAL STRESS AND INFANT EMOTION REGULATION: THE BUFFERING
EFFECT OF POSITIVE PARENTING
Meghan J. Kanya, M.A.
Department of Psychology
Northern Illinois University, 2017
David J. Bridgett, Ph.D., Director

Previous research has shown that emotion regulation abilities play an integral role in
psychological and social functioning, particularly in early childhood. Given its importance to
development, researchers have investigated various factors that influence, both positively and
negatively, the development of emotion regulation abilities themselves. Contextual stressors
have been shown to independently negatively impact the development of many aspects of
psychological functioning, including emotion regulation; however, little research thus far has
investigated the cumulative contribution of multiple stressors occurring simultaneously. Positive
parenting behaviors have been identified as potential moderators on the development of
socioemotional and self-regulatory abilities, as low levels of such parenting behaviors are linked
with greater deficits in self-regulatory behaviors while high levels of positive parenting
behaviors have been shown to promote normal emotional development. However, these links
between positive parenting and specific infant emotion regulation abilities have yet to be
investigated. To address the gaps in the literature, the current study examined the direct
relationships between contextual stress, positive parenting, and infant emotion regulation, while
controlling for characteristic infant negative affect. Data was used from a larger longitudinal
study involving mothers and their infants. Mothers completed questionnaires at 4 months post-
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partum and attended laboratory visits at 6 months and 8 months post-partum during which
behavioral observation data was collected to measure positive parenting behaviors and infant
emotion regulation, respectively. Results suggest that the contextual stress index utilized in the
current study and positive parenting behaviors are not directly related to infant emotion
regulation strategies measured at 8 months. Additionally, moderation effects were not supported
based on the findings of this study. Implications of these findings and suggestions for future
research are discussed.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Over the last several decades, as the interest in studying emotion regulation as a construct
has increased within the psychological literature, the need for a common definition of emotion
regulation has also increased (e.g., Adrian, Zeman, & Veits, 2011; Cole, Martin, & Dennis,
2004; Eisenberg & Spinrad, 2004; Southam-Gerow & Kendall, 2002). James Gross (1998), for
example, defined emotion regulation as the internal and external processes by which individuals
monitor, evaluate, and modify emotional expression and emotional reactions, a definition that
has been adopted by many researchers today. Broadly, emotion regulation abilities have been
shown to consistently play an important role in a wide variety of outcomes including social and
psychological functioning across development (see Zeman, Cassano, Perry-Parrish, & Stegall,
2006 for review). Studies, for example, have shown that better emotion regulation abilities are
associated with decreased negative affect in infants during distressing tasks (e.g., Mesman, van
IJzendoorn, Backermans-Kranenburg, 2009), increased teacher reports of children’s academic
success, productivity in the classroom, and standardized early literacy and math achievement
scores for elementary school aged children (Graziano, Reavis, Keane, & Calkins, 2007), more
positive sibling and peer relationships across childhood (e.g., Cohen & Mendez, 2009; Kennedy
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& Kramer, 2008), and the increased experience and expression of positive emotions and the
decreased experience and expression of negative emotions in adults (Gross & John, 2003).
Additionally, impairments in emotion regulation abilities have been associated with higher levels
of negative affect and increases in behavioral problems in infancy (Mesman et al., 2009;
Rothbart, Ziaie, & O’Boyle, 1992), toddlerhood (Calkins & Johnson, 1998), preschool-aged
children (Day & Smith, 2013; Feng et al., 2008), and into adolescence and adulthood (Gross,
1998; Gross & James, 2003). Based on this information, it is clear that studying emotion
regulation, especially early in development, is necessary for understanding many long term
outcomes for individuals.
Given the functional impairments associated with difficulties in emotion regulation
abilities, it is important to study both factors that contribute to difficulties in regulatory abilities
and factors that buffer or negate negative influences on the early development of adaptive
emotion regulation abilities. Research has shown that early exposure to environmental risk
factors such as poverty, maternal psychopathology, exposure to marital conflict, and having a
teenage mother can be related to the development of maladaptive emotion regulation processes
and behavior problems throughout early and late childhood (Buehler & Gerard, 2013; Propper &
Moore, 2006; Sturge-Apple, Davies, & Cummings, 2006). Parenting behaviors, in general, are
some of the most consistent and arguably most important environmental factors to influence
early emotion regulation development. As such, more effective and “positive” parenting
behaviors, such as sensitivity, responsiveness to distress, and warmth, may serve a protective
role in the presence of environmental risk factors. For example, research has shown that positive
parenting at high levels promotes normal social and emotional development in young children
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(e.g., Calkins & Johnson, 1998; Calkins, Smith, Gill, & Johnson, 1998; Davidov & Grusec,
2006; Eisenberg et al., 2005; Gilliom, Shaw, Beck, Schonberg, & Lukon, 2002; Kochanska,
Murray, & Harlan, 2000; Li-Grining, 2007; Spinrad et al., 2007; Valiente et al., 2006), whereas
low levels of positive parenting have been shown to impair children’s development of regulatory
abilities over time (e.g., Feldman, Eidelman, & Rotenberg, 2004; Propper & Moore, 2006; PauliPott, Mertesacker, & Beckmann, 2004). Given the role of positive parenting in promoting
children’s adaptive outcomes, it may be that the presence of positive parenting behaviors during
early development can moderate the relationship between environmental risk factors and
children’s development of emotion regulation abilities, such that, at high levels, positive
parenting buffers children against the maladaptive influences of contextual stress and at low
levels, positive parenting further impairs children’s development of emotion regulation abilities.
Despite a relatively large literature examining the development of emotion regulation and
long-term outcomes related to emotion regulation, researchers continue to investigate the more
fine grained factors which influence individuals’ use of emotion regulation strategies. Research,
for example, examining environmental risk factors associated with impairments in the
development of emotion regulation abilities has typically examined the influence of one or two
factors. However, researchers examining the influence of multiple risk factors on long-term
outcomes have shown that the cumulative influence of risk factors significantly and uniquely
increases individuals’ susceptibility to exhibit problematic internalizing and externalizing
behaviors (e.g., Appleyard, Egeland, van Dulmen & Sroufe, 2005; Buehler & Gerard, 2013;
Evans, Gonnella, Marcynszyn, Gentile, & Salpekar, 2005; Raver, 2004), as well as impairments
in self-regulatory abilities such as effortful control (e.g., Lengua, Honorado, & Bush, 2007).
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Although researchers have begun to examine the effect of multiple risk factors on
psychopathology and some aspects of self-regulation, the cumulative contribution of a series of
environmental risk factors on young children’s emotion regulation abilities has not received as
much attention. Additionally, although the influence of certain maternal characteristics such as
age and education have been examined, little attention has been given to the influence of high
and low levels of positive parenting behaviors on young children’s independent regulatory
abilities. As such, the current study further examined the direct contributions of contextual stress
and maternal positive parenting to infant emotion regulation abilities and the potential
moderating effect of positive parenting on the relationship between contextual stress and infant
emotion regulation.

Emotion Regulation and its Development

Process Model of Emotion Regulation

Since James Gross first proposed his process model of emotion regulation, it has been
one of the leading theoretical models of emotion regulation (Gross, 1998; Gross, 2002; Gross &
John, 2003; John & Gross, 2004). According to the process model, the emergence of an
emotional response typically occurs in a specific sequence over time: an emotionally arousing
situation presents itself, attention is oriented toward the emotionally arousing situation, an
appraisal of the emotionally arousing situation is created, and an emotional response is
generated. Gross proposed that emotion regulation processes can occur during any of the phases
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within this sequence. To that effect, he outlined five different types of emotion regulation
processes, four of which occur before the emotional response occurs.
The first process, called situation selection, involves individuals’ choice to avoid or
approach (i.e., leave or stay in) an emotionally arousing situation (Gross, 1998; Gross, 2002;
Gross & John, 2003; John & Gross, 2004). After individuals choose to approach an emotionally
arousing situation, they then enter the next set of processes. In Gross’s model, the next three
emotion regulation processes are typically shown as occurring sequentially, however, they could
occur in conjunction with one another or in a different order (Gross, 1998; Gross, 2002; Gross &
John, 2003; John & Gross, 2004). Situation modification involves individuals adjusting the
external, physical environment to change its emotional impact. An example of this process is
individuals increasing the physical distance between themselves and another person. Attentional
deployment occurs when individuals choose to direct attention toward or away from the
emotionally arousing situation. This process can involve specific strategies such as distraction,
rumination, or worrying. Cognitive change is the mental act of changing how one appraises a
situation in order to alter its meaning. This process can involve specific strategies such as
cognitive reappraisal, distancing, or the use of humor. The final process, response modulation,
occurs after an emotional response has been generated. Response modulation involves
attempting to change the experiential, behavioral, or physiological response to the emotionally
arousing situation. It can involve specific strategies such as expressive suppression, drug use, or
exercise.
Although Gross’s model is largely informed by studies with adults, the developmental
“roots” of the various aspects of the process model are thought to have their origins in infancy.
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For example, during infancy the attentional control areas of the brain emerge and begin to
develop, thus allowing infants to engage in a rudimentary form of the attentional deployment
process as an emotion regulation strategy. Unfortunately, few studies have been conducted to
examine the stability of emotion regulation abilities or broader self-regulation (e.g., Raffaelli,
Crockett, & Shen, 2005). In one of the only published studies to examine the stability of selfregulation over multiple developmental periods, Raffaelli and colleagues (2005) found support
for a moderate level of stability in self-regulatory abilities, including emotional, behavioral, and
attentional regulation, across an 8-year span from early childhood to adolescence. Although
studies examining lifespan stability of self-regulatory abilities have been limited, researchers
have more frequently studied and found support for stability in self-regulation within
developmental periods (e.g., Gaertner, Spinrad, & Eisenberg, 2008; Rothbart et al., 1992) and
across two developmental periods, such as between infancy and toddlerhood (e.g., Kannass,
Oakes, & Shaddy, 2006; Richards, 1989) and between toddlerhood and childhood (e.g., Calkins
& Keane, 2004; Kochanska, Coy, & Murray, 2001; Ruff, Lawson, Parrinello, & Weissberg,
1990). Rothbart and colleagues (1992), for example, found significant stability of regulatory
abilities (e.g., self-soothing behaviors, attentional control, approach behaviors, withdrawal
behaviors) in infants between 10 and 13 months of age. Interestingly, self-soothing behaviors
(e.g., sucking on hand or fingers) were found to be stable over a longer timespan than other selfregulatory behaviors, with significant intra-individual stability shown in infants between 6 and
13 months (Rothbart et al., 1992). Given the findings of the limited number of studies that have
examined the stability of self-regulatory behaviors over time, it appears to be important for
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researchers to consider the development of self-regulatory abilities, such as emotion regulation,
across the lifespan.

Development of Emotion Regulation: Behavioral Markers

Infancy

Basic emotion regulation processes are thought to be present in humans at the time of
birth. In early infancy, emotion regulation is primarily guided by innate, biologically-driven
motor responses, or reflexes, to stimuli (e.g., rooting, sucking, crying) and extrinsic support from
caregivers through interactions (e.g., rocking, soothing vocalizations and touches) (Kopp, 1989;
Rothbart et al., 1992). During the first few months of life, infants’ use of emotion regulation
strategies is largely involuntary, uncoordinated, and unplanned (Kopp, 1989). Instead of using
planned behaviors or strategies more specific to the emotionally arousing stimuli, young infants’
independent emotion regulation is typically thought to be comprised of general reactivity to
stimuli and more reflexive behaviors of approach (i.e., looking toward a stimuli) or withdrawal
(i.e., looking away from a stimuli; Calkins & Hill, 2007). Importantly, infants’ natural reactivity
to emotionally arousing stimuli can influence the effectiveness of regulatory abilities. For
example, while infants who are less emotionally reactive (i.e., reach a lower level of distress)
may achieve success in regulating behavior appropriately by utilizing few strategies with little
effort, infants who are more emotionally reactive (i.e., reach a higher level of distress) may need
to utilize a greater number of regulatory strategies with more effort to appropriately regulate their
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emotionality (e.g., Stifter & Braungart, 1995). Between 3 and 6 months, infants develop greater
attentional control and motor functioning, allowing for increased independent regulation of
emotions and an observable decrease in negative affect when exposed to distressing stimuli or
situations (Johnson, Posner & Rothbart, 1991). As such, attentional deployment is one of the first
of the emotion regulatory processes to develop (Gross, 1998; Rothbart et al., 1992). Over the
first year of life, children progress from using simple reflexive behaviors to using regulatory
behaviors with less (though still notable) external aid from caregivers (Kopp & Neufield, 2003).
Three of the most commonly used and studied emotion regulation strategies that infants develop
over the first year of life are gaze aversion, self-soothing, and self-distraction.
Shortly after birth, young infants’ gaze is relatively uncoordinated and unplanned. They
typically attend to any stimuli which captures their attention. By 2 or 3 months, however, infants
are better able to control their gaze and attention (Bridges & Grolnick, 1995), and by 4 months of
age, most infants are able to selectively disengage from emotionally-arousing visual stimuli
(Johnson et al., 1991; Rothbart et al., 1992; Tronick 1989). Studies show that infants who are
able to disengage from emotionally arousing stimuli are less likely to express negative affect and
are more easily soothed than infants who have more difficulties disengaging (Rothbart et al.,
1992), which demonstrates that gaze aversion can be an effective mechanism by which young
infants regulate emotion. Once it emerges, gaze aversion continues to be an important method of
emotion regulation. For example, infants 6 months of age and younger have been shown to be
more likely to use gaze aversion and fussing (i.e., attracting the attention of a caregiver to
provide external emotion regulation support) as primary strategies to regulate emotions
compared to older children (Mangelsdorf, Shapiro, & Marzolf, 1995). Additionally, results from
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a longitudinal study examining infants’ ability to disengage from emotionally-arousing stimuli
and orient to less emotionally-arousing stimuli suggested that infants’ ability to use gaze
aversion changes little after 6 months of age (Rothbart et al., 1992).
Self-soothing behaviors are typically thought to include behaviors such as finger sucking,
rocking self, and playing with hands or hair (Johnson et al., 1991). Even prior to developing the
ability to intentionally enact self-soothing behaviors, young infants engage in nonnutritive
sucking using a pacifier, which typically soothes the infant for some period of time (Bridges &
Grolnick, 1995; Kessen & Leutzendorff, 1963). By 3 months of age, infants develop the motor
capabilities to enact movements of self-soothing with increased degrees of control, coordination,
and effectiveness (Kopp, 1982). Self-soothing behaviors have been shown to be effective at
reducing negative arousal (i.e., negative vocalizations, crying) in response to frustrating tasks
(i.e., arm restraint and toy removal) in infants 5 and 10 months of age (Stifter & Braungart,
1995). Additionally, Stifter and Braungart (1995) found that infants at both 5 and 10 months of
age more frequently used self-soothing behaviors to regulate their emotions over avoidance,
attentional, and communicative behaviors when their hands were free and available, suggesting
that this emotion regulation strategy is effective in soothing even older infants. However, in
Rothbart and colleagues’ (1992) longitudinal study, their results suggested that infants’ overall
use of hand-mouth stimulation (i.e., sucking on fingers or using mouth movements like blowing
bubbles), and some specific body self-stimulation techniques (e.g., banging hands on table)
decreased between 3 and 13 months of age. It should be noted, however, that some forms of
body self-stimulation did increase with age (e.g., banging toy with hands, pushing or throwing
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toy, kicking high chair or table). Given this evidence, it appears that self-soothing behaviors may
change in appearance with age.
Typically self-distraction (i.e., looking or interacting with a different object or person) is
first exhibited at slightly later ages than gaze aversion or self-soothing behaviors, as it requires
not only the shifting of attention, but the engagement with an alternative object or stimuli. In
general, it has been shown that infants between 3 and 6 months of age are able to engage in
distraction (i.e., shifting attention away from distressing stimuli and toward a different object)
when given toys while in a distressed state (Harman, Rothbart, & Posner, 1997). That said,
before 6 months of age, infants have difficulties remaining in a distracted or regulated state when
such toys are taken away. Harman, Rothbart, and Posner (1997) found that when the visual
distraction (i.e., toys) was removed, most infants younger than 6 months of age quickly returned
to the same level of distress they had been in prior to the presentation of distraction toys. Selfinitiated distraction has been evident and effective at reducing distress in infants at 6 months
(Rothbart et al., 1992; Stifter & Braungart, 1995). Although 6 month old infants appear to be
able to regulate their emotions using self-distraction techniques, it appears that self-distraction is
utilized in combination with other emotion regulation strategies up through toddlerhood.
Mangelsdorf and colleagues (1995) examined children’s ability to regulate emotional states
when presented with a female stranger and showed that there is much variation in the
predominant emotion regulation strategies used at different ages. Children 6 months of age are
more likely to engage in gaze aversion than self-distraction techniques when distressed.
However, at 12 months and 18 months, when both motor and attentional skills are more welldeveloped, children are more likely to use self-soothing behaviors (e.g., finger or thumb sucking,
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rubbing of body parts) and self-distraction (e.g., redirecting attention to a more neutral object,
such as a door, lights, or a wall) than rudimentary strategies such as gaze aversion (Mangelsdorf
et al., 1995). Even amongst the older children, it was observed that at 12 months of age children
engaged in more self-soothing behaviors than at 18 months of age.

Toddlerhood

As infants transition into toddlerhood, they develop additional mobility, communication
skills, and cognitive abilities. These capabilities allow for increased flexibility in the use of
regulatory strategies within the attentional deployment process of Gross’s process model, namely
self-distraction (i.e., focusing on another object or person) and gaze aversion (e.g., gaze away
from emotionally arousing stimuli and typically toward caregiver), the response modulation
process of Gross’s process model, specifically self-soothing behaviors (e.g., sucking thumb,
rocking self), and the situation modification process of Gross’s process model, or constructive
problem solving (e.g., attempting to change emotionally arousing situation, setting, or stimuli),
when attempting to modulate emotions (Calkins & Johnson, 1998; Grolnick, Bridges, & Connell,
1996; Gross, 1998). As such, toddlers are often perceived as having more well-developed and
effective independent emotion regulation strategies for both negative and positive emotions than
infants, a perception that is supported by the handful of studies which have explicitly examined
emotion regulation abilities in toddlerhood (e.g., Grolnick, Cosgrove, & Bridges, 1996;
Ridgeway, Waters, & Kuczaj, 1985).
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Additionally, during toddlerhood, children begin to develop expressive language abilities
which allow them to label their emotional experiences and talk themselves through the regulation
of such emotional states (Kopp, 1989; Ridgeway, Waters, & Kuczaj, 1985). For example, one
study examining preschool-aged children’s use of private speech (i.e., speech directed at self)
found that increased use of negative task-relevant self-talk was associated with an increase in
sadness and anger (Day & Smith, 2013). Additionally, private speech was found to mediate the
relationship between emotion regulation strategy use and experience of negative emotions,
suggesting that the language an individual uses to describe the emotional experience plays an
especially important role in the effectiveness of regulatory strategies (Day & Smith, 2013). The
strategy of using language to regulate emotion expression and experience can be grouped into the
situation modulation process, cognitive change process, or response modulation process of
Gross’s process model, depending on the way in which children use language to influence their
experience of emotionally arousing stimuli. Importantly, although children in toddlerhood are
developing many additional regulatory abilities, compared to older children, toddlers remain
constrained by developmental factors (e.g., difficulties engaging in perspective taking and more
advanced forms of problem solving) and physical factors (e.g., few opportunities to choose
situations to enter into and modify environment) in terms of their ability to use different emotion
regulation strategies and processes, as outlined by Gross’s process model, with effectiveness and
efficiency.
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Childhood

When examining childhood emotion regulation processes, researchers find that advances
in cognition (including executive functions and problem solving), motor skills, and language
allow children to use more complex emotion regulation strategies than at earlier ages (SouthamGerow & Kendall, 2002). By 3 years of age, children are less likely to use more passive emotion
regulations strategies, such as self-soothing techniques or passively waiting for caregiver support,
as their primary emotion regulation strategies, preferring instead to use more instrumental, or
active, strategies (Feng et al., 2008; Stansbury & Sigman, 2000). In implementing instrumental
strategies, children attempt to eliminate the source of emotional arousal via verbal outbursts,
escaping the emotionally arousing setting, defending themselves, or focusing on objects in the
environment. As shown by these examples, by the age of 3, children have the ability to use
regulatory strategies from all five processes of Gross’s process model with varied success (Gross,
1998). Additionally, Stansbury and Sigman (2000) found that children as young as 3 years old
were able to reappraise a frustrating situation, and employ a positive cognitive reframe,
suggesting more advanced use of regulatory strategies within the cognitive change process of
Gross’s process model. Overall, it seems that in young childhood children use a wide variety of
emotion regulation strategies, along the way learning which strategies are more effective in
different situations or with various stimuli (Stansbury & Sigman, 2000). As they mature, children
begin to more selectively choose emotion regulation strategies for increasingly complex
situations.
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By age 4 or 5, children begin to understand more abstract social expectations, such as
display rules (i.e., culturally determined rules that govern emotional expression in social
situations) of emotionality and make efforts to change their emotional responses based on societal
influences (Southam-Gerow & Kendall, 2002). Given that regulatory abilities for emotionality
become such powerful indicators of social acceptance, many behavioral tasks used with children
implement some level of social perception. For example, a common paradigm used to examine
young children’s ability to inhibit or change emotional expression based on societal expectations
involves giving a child a disappointing prize or gift (Saarni, 1984). In this paradigm, children are
asked to hide their disappointment and negative reaction to a disappointing gift, and to instead
produce a positive reaction. Researchers have found that even preschool aged children are able to
successfully mask their negative affect with positive affect in many situations (e.g., Banerjee,
1997; Carlson & Wang, 2007). In addition to the deliberate alteration of emotional expression,
children’s use of voluntary, or consciously activated, emotion regulation strategies, such as
problem-focused and emotion-focused coping, increases with age (Altshuler & Ruble, 1989; Band
& Weisz, 1988). This illustrates children’s increased ability to access the five families of emotion
regulation processes, such as response modulation (i.e., altering response to emotionally arousing
stimuli), as outlined by Gross (1998).

Adolescence and Adulthood

Research examining emotion regulation across three age groups (i.e., childhood,
adolescence, and adulthood) has found that the effectiveness of individuals’ attempts to regulate
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emotions increases over the course of development as individuals gain more regulatory
strategies, improve the utilization of old strategies, and selectively inhibit the use strategies that
are no longer effective (Tottenham, Hare, & Casey, 2011). By adolescence individuals are
typically able to use strategies from all five types of emotion regulation processes with increased
complexity (Garnefski & Kraaij, 2006; Laible, 2007; Gross, 1998; Zeman, & Shipman, 1997).
However, when examining emotion regulation abilities in adolescence and adulthood, most
researchers focus on two of the most heavily studied emotion regulation strategies in Gross’s
process model: cognitive reappraisal and emotional suppression (Gross, 1998; John & Gross,
2004).
Cognitive reappraisal allows individuals to change their thoughts or perceptions
surrounding an event or stimuli to, in turn, change their emotional response (Gross, 1998). While
cognitive reappraisal can be utilized both before and after the generation of an emotional
response, emotional suppression takes place only after a response to an emotional event or
stimuli has been initiated. Emotional suppression allows individuals to inhibit, or suppress, their
emotional responses to an event or stimuli, thus changing their natural or predominant emotional
response (Gross, 1998). Although emotional suppression does not necessarily change the
experience of an emotion, it enables individuals to better control outward manifestations of an
emotional response. Research on these two emotion regulation strategies suggests that
individuals differ in their use of reappraisal and suppression (Gross & John, 2003). Additionally,
these individual differences in emotion regulation strategy use seem to be related to differential
outcomes. For example, frequent use of cognitive reappraisal was associated with greater
experience and expression of positive emotions and less experience and expression of negative
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emotions, while habitual use of suppression was associated with greater experience and
expression of negative emotions and less experience and expression of positive emotions (Gross,
1998; Gross & James, 2003). Other researchers have found that using reappraisal is associated
with better interpersonal functioning and well-being. On the other hand, predominant use of
suppression has been associated with worse interpersonal functioning and well-being (English,
John, Srivastava, & Gross, 2012; Gross & John, 2003; Haga, Kraft, & Corby, 2009).

Development of Emotion Regulation: Neurobiological Mechanisms

Although outside of the scope of the current study, it is important to review literature on
neurobiological mechanisms implicated in emotion regulation to highlight important
developmental processes that emerge throughout life. Broadly, emotion and emotion regulation
require the bidirectional synchronization of multiple neural subsystems and involve a number of
subcortical regions, including the brain stem and the limbic system, in addition to the cerebral
cortex itself (Gross, 1998). The prefrontal cortex, specifically, has been repeatedly implicated in
higher cognitive processes including working memory, planning, decision-making, attentional
control, and emotion regulation (e.g., Phillips, Ladouceur, & Drevets, 2008; Steinberg, 2005;
Zeman et al., 2006). Within the prefrontal cortex there are specific areas that have been identified
in the development of emotion regulatory abilities, including the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC), the
dorsomedial prefrontal cortex (DMPFC), and the anterior cingulate gyrus (ACG; Phillips,
Ladouceur, & Drevets, 2008). These areas of the prefrontal cortex are connected to subcortical
regions within the limbic system and, as such, have the ability to integrate motor and sensory
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information related to emotional experience and expression (Phillips, Ladouceur, & Drevets,
2008). Additionally, it appears that the ACG plays a central role in the modulation of attention
particularly that are used in regulatory processes (Phillips, Ladouceur, & Drevets, 2008). Within
the limbic system, the amygdala appears to play a more prominent role in the regulation of
emotional expression and reactivity than other structures (Zeman et al., 2006). Specifically, the
amygdala is thought to determine the emotional significance of external and internal stimuli and
coordinate appropriate emotional arousal based on feedback from the prefrontal cortex (Zeman et
al., 2006). Although still in its infancy, research on the correlates between neural structures,
neural processes, and emotion regulation abilities over development has found some predicable
patterns.

Birth to Childhood

Beginning in infancy, there appear to be consistent asymmetrical activation patterns
within the frontal lobe of the brain that are suggestive of differences in individuals’ tendencies
for withdrawal and approach behaviors (Fox, 1994). Specifically, activation in the left frontal
lobe stimulates approach behavior, while activation in the right frontal lobe stimulates
withdrawal behavior. Researchers speculate that patterns of increased and decreased activation in
the left and right frontal lobes results in differences in hemispheric arousal that, in turn, results in
differences in an individual’s ability to regulate emotions and social behavior more broadly (Fox,
1994). Additionally, researchers have proposed that individuals’ withdrawal and approach
tendencies, as well as the underlying asymmetrical activation patterns of the brain, continue to
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develop during infancy and eventually result in differences in the way individuals regulate
negative and positive emotional states (e.g., Davidson, & Fox, 1982; Fox, 1994; Fox &
Davidson, 1987).
Specifically, research suggests that higher activation in the left frontal cortex is related to
the experience of and exposure to positive affect, while higher activation in the right frontal
cortex is associated to the experience of and exposure to negative affect, a pattern which persists
into adulthood (e.g., Davidson & Fox, 1982; Davidson 1984; Lewis & Stieben, 2004). In
addition, researchers have shown relationships between the attentional control mechanism of the
anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) of the prefrontal cortex and self-regulatory abilities (Posner &
Rothbart, 2000; Rueda, Posner, & Rothbart, 2005). Beginning in infancy, the ACC develops and
allows individuals to control informational inputs from different sensory systems (e.g., visual
system). With development, attention is driven by both external stimulation and internal
stimulation (i.e., desires of individual) and the attentional networks more broadly become better
able to carry out functions such as alerting, orienting, and controlling the reception of
information (Posner & Rothbart, 2000; Rueda et al., 2005).

Childhood to Adulthood

During childhood and adolescence, individuals experience an increase in myelination that
results in an increase in white matter volume over the entire brain, and more specifically in the
frontal, parietal, and occipital cortices (Sowell, Trauner, Garnst, & Jernigan, 2002; Steinberg,
2005). Additionally, individuals experience a relative decrease in gray matter volume that is
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thought to be caused by selective pruning (Sowell, Trauner, Garnst, & Jernigan, 2002; Steinberg
2005). The maturation of neurological processes, such as risk/reward processing, long-term
planning, and emotion regulation, continues into late adolescence as multiple regions of the
prefrontal cortex continue to undergo changes related to myelination and synaptic pruning
(Steinberg, 2005). Although emotion regulation abilities broadly increase in efficiency and
effectiveness with increased growth and development within the prefrontal cortex, research has
shown specific brain activation differences in the use of suppression and reappraisal by older
children, adolescents, and adults (e.g., Goldin, McRae, Ramel, & Gross, 2008; McRae et al.,
2012). For example, in a study comparing the reappraisal abilities of older children (age 10-13),
adolescents (age 14-17), and young adults (age 18-22), McRae and colleagues found a linear
relationship between activation of the ventrolateral prefrontal cortex, reappraisal ability, and age,
such that young adults exhibited greater use and effectiveness of reappraisal and greater
activation of the ventrolateral prefrontal cortex compared to older children and adolescents.
Interestingly, findings from the study also demonstrated age related differences in the processing
of emotional content, such that adolescents showed increased activation of brain regions related
to social processing while engaging in reappraisal compared to older children and young adults
(McRae et al., 2012). This study, and others like it, suggest that although there are linear
relationships between brain activation patterns and age, individuals within different
developmental periods may process information in different ways by recruiting additional neural
areas.
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Select Methods to Measure Emotion Regulation

Self-Report and Other-Report

Research examining the emotion regulatory abilities of infants, toddlers, and young
children is often constrained by subjects’ inability to reflect on and report emotional experiences
accurately or effectively (Cole et al., 2004). Additionally, research on older children has often
shown a discrepancy between self-reported knowledge of and ability to use specific selfregulation skills and actual observable performance regulating oneself (Underwood, 1997).
Although many researchers find a relationship between these two measurements of selfregulation, and more specifically emotion regulation, that relationship is typically modest in
terms of strength. As such, many researchers examining emotion regulatory abilities in infants,
toddlers, and young children employ the use of behavioral observation methods, parent-report
measures, or physiological measures (Cole et al., 2004). This preference for utilizing
methodology other than self-report measures in early childhood has been illustrated by
researchers examining trends within emotion regulation research over the last 20 years. For
example, one such review by Adrian and colleagues (2011) demonstrated that self-report
measures have been used significantly more frequently with older populations (i.e., adults,
adolescents) than younger populations (i.e., children, toddlers, and infants). Within older
populations, the use of self-report measures of emotion regulation capabilities has both
advantages and disadvantages. Self-report measures are time-efficient and provide information
regarding the use of emotion regulation strategies over a variety of different settings and contexts
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(Aldao, Nolen-Hoeksema, & Schweizer, 2010). However, it is unclear the extent to which
subjects are accurately interpreting and responding to questions and research has shown selfreport measures to be especially susceptible to bias (Aldao, Nolen-Hoeksema, & Schweizer,
2010).
The use of other-report measures with caregivers and teachers appears to be more
common within samples of individuals in early to middle childhood rather that in older samples,
such as those including adolescents and adults. When considering the differential reports of
caregivers, teachers, and other individuals within a subject’s life, researchers typically construe
weak relationships between reporters as evidence of invalid or unreliable data. However,
evidence from a meta-analysis conducted by Achenbach, McConaughy, and Howell (1987)
comparing different reporters’ ratings of children and adolescents’ behavioral and emotional
difficulties suggests a different interpretation. Specifically, their results showed higher levels of
association between reporters in similar roles and settings (e.g., mental health professional and
teacher) compared to reporters in different roles and settings (e.g., teacher and caregiver) and
self-report measures. This suggests that discrepancies in reporters’ ratings of children and
adolescents may simply reflect differences in the way children and adolescents react to different
environmental conditions. Importantly, these findings highlight the importance of collecting
questionnaire data from multiple sources to gain a better understanding of individuals’
capabilities across contexts or utilizing questionnaires in conjunction with more objective
measures of emotion regulation abilities, such as behavioral observation.
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Behavioral Observation

While self-report and other-report are commonly utilized in emotion regulation research
broadly, and more specifically with older populations, behavioral observations are used
significantly more often in infant, toddler, and preschool-aged samples than in adult or
adolescent samples and with individuals in middle childhood (Adrian et al., 2011). Studies that
utilize behavioral observation methods are typically conducted in one of two settings: home
observations, which are more naturalistic in design, and laboratory observations, during which
subjects are asked to engage in standardized tasks that are designed to elicit different emotional
states (Cole et al., 2004). While behavioral observations examining young children’s emotion
regulation abilities are common, there are many different tasks designed to elicit these abilities,
as well as other constructs.
Emotion regulation in young children is often studied by placing children in stressful or
challenging situations and instructing caregivers to provide minimal support to children (Parritz,
1996). Researchers typically utilize one of two different variations of tasks to examine regulatory
strategies in this manner. Grolnick and colleagues, for example, have repeatedly utilized a “delay
procedure” in which young children are asked to delay gratification for a specified amount of
time (e.g., Grolnick et al., 1996; Grolnick, Kurowski, McMenamy, Rivkin, & Bridges, 1998).
Delay procedures often examine children’s use of independent regulatory strategies while
attempting to delay gratification (e.g., waiting to open a gift or eat a desirable snack) by asking
caregivers to remain relatively passive (i.e., resist initiating interactions with the child) during the
task(s). Additionally, delay procedures allow researchers to examine the many ways in which
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caregivers can provide external emotion regulation (e.g., helping to redirect a child’s attention)
by asking caregivers to interact as they normally would with the child. Similarly, other
researchers have examined children’s abilities to regulate their emotional experiences during
tasks which elicit frustration (e.g., Dedmon, Gill, Lomax, & Johnson, 2002; Calkins & Johnson,
1998; Little & Carter, 2005) and fear (e.g., Braungart-Rieker, Hill-Soderlund, & Karrass, 2010;
Buss & Goldsmith, 1998; Feldman et al., 2009). For example, Calkins and Johnson (1998) asked
mothers and children to participate in a series of four frustration tasks in which children were
prohibited from playing with an attractive toy or from eating desirable food and mothers were
instructed to limit their involvement with the child. Studies employing these types of tasks have
the ability to assess individuals’ regulatory abilities in general, as well as the ways in which
individual’s experiences of emotions and innate reactivity can interact with regulatory abilities.
Additional procedures which have been used to examine emotion regulation abilities in young
children include an interaction component in which children are exposed to a stranger (e.g.,
strange situation; Baungart & Stifter 1991; Mangelsdorf et al., 1995; Parritz, 1996).
One of the most commonly used task to elicit emotion regulatory processes in infants is
the still face paradigm. (see Mesman et al., 2009, for review). The still face paradigm has been
used to examine both infant affective reactions and infant regulatory responses to a stressful
situation (Tronick, Als, Adamson, Wise, & Brazelton, 1978). In this task, parents are asked to
give infants contradictory socio-emotional messages by withdrawing from an interaction with
their child for a set amount of time. The task typically consists of three phases or episodes:
baseline, still face, and reunion. During baseline, mothers are instructed to interact normally with
their infants. During the still face episode, mothers withdraw from the interaction and stare at
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their infants with a neutral expression. During the reunion episode, mothers resume normal
interactions with their infants. Tronick and colleagues’ (1978) initial implementation of this
procedure included only the three phases described; however, since then, researchers have
altered the number and length of still face and reunion episodes. Even using slightly modified
procedures, researchers obtain similar results (e.g., Haley & Stansbury, 2003). Findings across
studies show that infants have decreased levels of positive affect, increased gaze aversion, and
increased levels of negative affect during the still face episode(s) compared to normal face to
face interactions (Mesman et al., 2009; Toda, Fogel, & Shirayuri, 1993; Tronick et al., 1978).
This frequently observed reaction has been termed the “still face effect” and is often used to
examine infant emotional reactivity, as well as emotion regulation capabilities.

Physiological Indicators

In the last two decades, research studies utilizing physiological indicators of stress and
regulation have increased substantially. Given researchers’ increased focus and attention on the
biological mechanisms underlying regulatory abilities, it is important to consider the
physiological processes associated with emotion regulation, although the current study will not
explicitly measure physiological indicators of emotion regulation abilities. This area of research
has shown relationships between emotion regulation and underlying physiological substrates in
individuals of all age groups from infancy to adulthood (Adrian et al., 2011; Fox, 1994).
Additionally, research has examined a number of physiological substrates in relation to
regulatory abilities, including vagal tone and respiratory sinus arrhythmia.
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Vagal Tone. Vagal tone is thought to be an indicator of broad regulation processes
including behavioral, emotional, and attentional regulation (Moore et al., 2009). According to
Porges’s (2007) polyvagal theory, the autonomic nervous system is controlled via two pathways
of vagal regulation. The primary pathway is the “vagal brake” which is comprised of a pathway
of neurons traveling from the nucleus ambiguus to the heart. This vagal brake allows individuals
to quickly engage and disengage with emotional stimuli, promoting either the fight-or-flight
response, via the suppression of the parasympathetic nervous system, or a state of relaxation, via
the activation of the parasympathetic nervous system (Porges, 2007). This function of the vagus
nerve is necessary to allow for proper social engagement and communication. If the vagal brake
is unable to regulate autonomic physiological responses early in development, social behaviors
will be minimized. As an important clarification, when vagal tone is high, the vagal brake is
active (i.e., parasympathetic nervous system activated) and attempting to reduce an individual’s
heart rate, and when vagal tone is low, the vagal brake is withdrawn (i.e., parasympathetic
nervous system suppressed) as environmental stimuli require more active regulatory responses
(Moore et al., 2009). Since the function of the vagal brake is to regulate an individual’s heart
rate, measuring an individual’s respiratory sinus arrhythmia (RSA) is an accurate way to measure
vagal tone (Porges, 2007). RSA, specifically, is the measure of heart rate variability (HRV) that
occurs at the frequency of an individual’s breathing (Blandon, Calkins, Keane, & O’Brien,
2008). Greater activation of the vagal brake, or activation of the parasympathetic nervous
system, during periods of rest, as indicated by higher resting RSA, is thought to be associated
with better self-regulatory abilities, while greater vagal withdrawal, or suppression of the
parasympathetic nervous system, during challenging situations, as indicated by changes in RSA
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from baseline, has typically been shown to be associated with better emotion regulation and
attentional control in children and adults (Blandon, Calkins, Keane, & O’Brien, 2008; Gottman
& Katz, 2002; Hansen, Johnsen, & Thayer, 2003; Thayer & Brosschot, 2005; Thayer & Lane,
2000).
In examining vagal tone and RSA during the still face paradigm, researchers found that
infants’ RSA decreased during the still face episode compared to baseline levels, while mothers’
RSA increased during the still face episode compared to baseline levels, suggesting that both
infants and mothers are actively engaged in regulatory behaviors during the still face procedure
(Moore et al, 2009). Moore and colleagues (2009) assert that during the still face episode
specifically, mothers are asked to disengage from social interaction with their infants, thus
allowing vagal tone to increase and promote parasympathetic nervous system activity. Infants, on
the other hand, are forced to regulate their emotions independently during this still face episode,
thus triggering the withdrawal of vagal tone and decrease in RSA (Moore et al., 2009).
Researchers have also found that as children age into toddlerhood, their underlying physiological
response to stress becomes more regulated and, thus, high vagal tone is not found to be
associated with tasks eliciting frustration or distress (Calkins & Johnson, 1998). Instead, it is
suggested that toddlers are more easily able to regulate themselves, thus lowering their
physiological distress in response to emotionally arousing tasks. In addition to findings
illustrating concurrent associations between individuals’ use of emotion regulation strategies and
physiological measures of regulatory abilities (e.g., vagal tone, HRV, RSA), researchers have
begun to examine the predictive power of physiological measures of regulatory abilities on later
emotion regulation abilities (e.g., Gentzler, Santucci, Kovacs, & Fox, 2009; Gottman & Katz,
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2002; Hastings et al., 2008). Gottman and Katz (2002), for example, found that children’s resting
vagal tone and vagal tone in response to a stressful interaction task at age 4-5 predicted parentreport ratings of children’s emotion regulation at age 8. This suggests that an individual’s
physiological functioning, as measured by vagal tone, influences an individual’s development of
emotion regulation abilities over time. While research on biological or physiological factors
influential in the development of emotion regulation has only recently begun in earnest, research
on environmental factors, such as stress and parenting behaviors, which influence an individual’s
emotion regulatory abilities across the lifespan has taken place steadily over the past 30 years.

Influences on Emotion Regulation Development

Contextual Stress

For many children, the presence of one risk factor in the home environment is enough to
create disruptions in the normal development of emotion regulation abilities (e.g., Crugnola,
Ierardi, Gazzotti, & Albizzati, 2014; Maughan, Cicchetti, Toth, & Rogosch, 2007; Propper &
Moore, 2006; Sturge-Apple et al., 2006). One example of a risk factor that has been studied
extensively is the influence of the presence of maternal psychopathology on child development.
Research suggests that preschool-aged children of mothers who experience depressive symptoms
display higher amounts of dysregulation, behavioral problems, and ineffective emotion
regulation strategies (e.g., focusing on emotionally arousing stimuli rather than engaging in selfdistracting) at later ages (Blandon et al., 2008; Hoffman, Crnic, & Baker, 2006; Maughan et al.,
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2007). In a study by Feng and colleagues (2008), children of mothers who experienced
childhood-onset depression and children of mothers who had no history of mental health
concerns were observed as they completed a series of behavioral tasks including the
disappointing gift task. The results of the study showed that mothers’ experience of depression in
childhood was inversely associated with their children’s use of active emotion regulation
strategies (i.e., attempting to engage in play activities, self-distract, or fix a broken toy) and
positive mood. Additionally, children of mothers who experienced childhood-onset depression
exhibited more behavioral inhibition, passive emotion regulation strategies, and negative mood.
Interestingly, when mothers who experienced childhood-onset depression were asked to exhibit
more positive parenting behaviors (i.e., warmth, responsiveness), their children used more active
emotion regulation strategies and positive mood. Similarly, it has been observed that mothers
suffering from depressive symptoms tend to be less effective at providing emotional support and
scaffolding (Hoffman et al., 2006), which may be one reason children of mothers with depressive
symptoms exhibit different patterns of behavior and regulatory strategies.
Although the mere presence of one risk factor during development can result in dramatic
fluctuations in normal development, the presence of multiple risk factors (i.e., cumulative risk)
early in life has been shown to increase the chances of developing internalizing and externalizing
behavior problems substantially (e.g., Appleyard et al., 2005; Buehler & Gerard, 2013; Evans et
al., 2005; Evans, Li, & Whipple, 2013; Raver, 2004). Sociocultural risk factors such as teen
motherhood (17-19 years), low socioeconomic status (i.e., below the national poverty line), low
maternal educational attainment (i.e., high school or less), and the presence of maternal
psychopathology (e.g., anxiety or depression) are commonly combined into an index that is then
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used to assess general risk or stress in a child’s environment (i.e., contextual stress; e.g.,
Pungello et al., 2010; Jaffee, Caspi, Moffitt, Belski, & Silva, 2001). Other types of risk factors
that can be examined using a cumulative risk perspective are child risk factors (e.g., medical
health problems, adverse temperament, being male), parenting and caregiving risk factors (e.g.,
conflict or violence within the home environment, harsh parental discipline), and negative peer
experiences (e.g., instability in peer relationships, social isolation or rejection; Deater-Deckard,
Dodge, Bates, & Pettit, 1998). Using the cumulative risk framework, Deater-Deckard and
colleagues (1998) found that individual differences in externalizing behavior problems in middle
childhood were related to the number of risks present in early childhood and that cumulative risk
was related to subsequent externalizing behaviors, even after controlling for initial externalizing
levels. Further, studies have demonstrated that the influence of any one risk factor is enhanced
when in the presence of other risk factors, with a greater number of stressors relating to
exponential increases in the likelihood and severity of negative outcomes (see Evans et al., 2013
for review). As such, examining the relationship between composites of various risk factors and
problem behaviors is necessary, especially when one considers the wide variety of stressors that
lead to detrimental outcomes for children (e.g. negative or harsh parenting, conflict and violence
within the home environment, and sociocultural disadvantages).
In examining research on the influence of risk factors on the development of emotion
regulation, it appears that researchers have used few measures of actual cumulative risk,
choosing instead examine only the influence of individual risk factors such as teenage
motherhood, maternal psychopathology, chaos in the home environment, and living in poverty.
For example, infants of adolescent mothers have been shown to exhibit more negative
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engagement behaviors (e.g., negative facial expressions, crying, minimal engagement with
environment and people), while adolescent mothers themselves tend to display more negative
parenting behaviors (e.g., intrusiveness, hostility, and withdrawal) than adult mothers (Crugnola
et al., 2014). Additionally, research has shown that infants of depressed and non-depressed
mothers exhibit differential reactions to the still face paradigm (Manian & Bornstein, 2009). In
one study by Manian and Bornstein (2009), for example, infants of depressed mothers exhibited
difficulties maintaining attentional diversions from emotionally arousing stimuli, whereas infants
of non-depressed mothers successfully utilized attentional regulatory strategies (e.g., gaze
aversion, self-distracting behaviors) during the still face episode of the paradigm, suggesting that
infants of depressed mothers may have less well developed regulatory abilities and, as such, rely
on more primitive strategies. Specifically, infants of depressed mothers predominantly utilized
self-soothing behaviors to regulate arousal, a strategy that was effective, but also encouraged
infant disengagement from the task and environment, which could result in long-term
impairments in social interactions (Manian & Bornstein, 2009). In another study examining the
effects of maternal psychopathology on development, infants of mothers experiencing depression
exhibited lower social engagement, less effective emotion regulatory behaviors, and high levels
of negative affect at 9 months than infants of mothers reporting no symptoms (Feldman et al.,
2009).
Research has also shown links between high levels of chaos and disorganization in the
home environment and impairments in constructs related to emotion regulation (i.e.,
externalizing behavior, attentional control, broader self-regulation; e.g., Bridgett, Burt, Laake, &
Oddi, 2013; Dumas et al, 2005). For example, Dumas and colleagues (2005) examined the
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relationship between mother-reported chaos in the home environment and mother-reported child
characteristics and found a significant association between higher levels of chaos in the home
environment and higher levels of behavioral issues (i.e., displayed anger or aggression) and
lower sustained attention capabilities in preschool aged children (Dumas et al., 2005). Finally,
research examining the long term effects of early childhood poverty on brain activity has shown
deficits in brain structures linked to emotion regulation in later adulthood, as illustrated through
decreased prefrontal cortex activity and reduced suppression of amygdala activity (Kim et al.,
2013). Additionally, the relationship between childhood poverty and decreased prefrontal cortex
activity was mediated by exposure to chronic stressors between middle childhood to
adolescence, suggesting that early exposure to poverty can prompt an increase in the likelihood
an individual will experience stressful life events, which then impair the development of brain
structures and self-regulatory abilities, such as emotion regulation, long into adulthood.
Finally, in one of the only studies to examine the influence of multiple contextual
stressors on emotion regulation in children, Walton & Flouri (2010) found a significant positive
association between the number of contextual stressors reported by children (ages 11-18) and
difficulties the children reported experiencing in emotion regulation. Suggesting that, while
individual stressors or risks are associated with less effective emotion regulation, the presence of
multiple stressors increases the degree of impairment in regulatory abilities. While few studies
have examined the influence of contextual stress on emotion regulation specifically, studies have
examined this influence on related aspects of self-regulation and psychological indicators of
emotion regulation (e.g., psychological distress, externalizing and internalizing behaviors; e.g.,
Evans & English, 2002; Raver, 2004). For example, one study by Evans and English (2002) have
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found that exposure to high levels of cumulative risk or contextual stress in early to middle
childhood is predictive of self-reported and caregiver-reported higher levels of psychological
distress, lower abilities to inhibit behavioral responses, and elevated physiological indicators of
stress (Evans & English, 2002). Another study conducted by Buehler and Gerard (2013) used a
longitudinal study to examine the relationship between cumulative family risk, including
socioeconomic status, parental psychopathology, interparental conflict, negative parenting, and
emotion dysregulation, in the form of self-reported internalizing and externalizing behaviors, at
the time of the initial risk assessment (when the subjects were in 6th grade) and years later in mid
to late adolescence. They found that their cumulative risk index was positively associated with
girls’ increased internalizing behaviors and boys’ increased externalizing behaviors at the time of
the initial assessment. This collection of risk factors was also found to be positively related to
girls’ increased internalizing and externalizing behaviors at the second time point, years later
(Buehler & Gerard, 2013). These studies, among others, suggest that the cumulative effect of
stressors on aspects of child development, such as emotion regulation, may yield unique findings
regarding impairments to normal cognitive development.

Parenting

Parenting as External Emotion Regulation

Although the initial emotion regulation strategies and behavior patterns utilized by
infants (e.g., gaze aversion, self-soothing, and distraction) are relatively effective given their
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simplicity, young infants must also rely heavily on caregivers to provide externally-based
emotion regulation throughout the first few years of life. Throughout the first few years of life,
caregivers are expected to provide young children with necessary external support in regulating
their emotions (e.g., Eisenberg & Morris, 2002; Field 1994). The external support that caregivers
provide to infants and toddlers is thought to function in three different ways.
First, caregivers are thought to help infants and toddlers maintain an optimal level of
stimulation and arousal, thus promoting behavioral and physiological homeostasis (Field, 1994).
For example, research has shown that in the first few months of life, caregivers naturally attempt
to control the level of stimulation infants experience and, when infants exhibit distress,
caregivers readily attempt to soothe infants, typically employing physical strategies, such as
holding infants (Eisenberg & Morris, 2002; Feldman, 2007). A study by Harman, Rothbart, and
Posner (1997), for example, found that at 6 months of age infants are significantly less likely to
be able to regulate negative emotions and calm down after experiencing strong negative
emotions, marked by constant crying, when a caregiver is not available to intervene and provide
external regulation. Research with older infants and toddlers has shown that young children
utilize more social communication techniques (e.g., gestures and gaze oriented toward caregiver
and verbalizations directed at caregiver), which demonstrate young children’s expectation of
caregivers’ support in executing regulatory strategies (e.g., Eisenberg & Morris, 2002; Feldman,
2007; Rothbart et al., 1992). Additionally, research in children between 12 and 32 months has
illustrated that as children become more distressed, mothers’ use of active regulatory strategies
(e.g., providing reassurance, redirecting attention) increases, suggesting that caregivers remain
attentive to children’s distress and intervene more readily when children are experiencing
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difficulties independently regulating their emotional experience and expression (Grolnick et al.,
1998).
Second, the external regulation provided by caregivers is thought to be a form of
modeling, whereby infants and toddlers, as they grow and develop, imitate regulatory behaviors
and experience reinforcement of such regulatory behaviors (Field, 1994; Zeman et al., 2006). A
review of the literature by Zeman and colleagues (2006) highlighted the proposed major
processes through which modeling is thought to transmit information regarding appropriate
emotional expressions and regulatory strategies to children. Specifically, caregivers are thought
to consciously and unconsciously denote the relative importance of novel stimuli and events
through their own emotional expressions, a process often referred to as social referencing.
Additionally, caregivers are thought to model appropriate expressions of different emotions (i.e.,
verbalizations, facial expressions, and behaviors), as well as appropriate and effective emotion
regulation strategies (Barrett & Campos, 1987; Zeman et al., 2006). In combination, these
processes create a specific emotional environment in which children develop and learn, thus
providing each child with a unique understanding of emotions, emotional expressions, and
regulatory strategies.
Finally, the external support caregivers provide to young children conveys messages over
time about how to effectively reduce distress through contingent responding while children
independently attempt to regulate themselves (Kopp, 1989). While modeling acts as passive
transmission of effective emotion regulatory abilities, caregivers’ contingent responding to and
intervention in children’s efforts to regulate themselves can be conceptualized as a more active
transmission of such messages. A study by Rothbart and colleagues (1992) illustrated that the
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frequency of infants’ orientation toward a caregiver during an emotionally-arousing situation
tends to increase between 6 and 13 months of age, suggesting that young children look toward
their caregivers for signals as to how to properly regulate themselves and support in utilizing
such regulatory strategies. This need for caregiver support to regulate emotions early in life,
particularly for high intensity emotions, places an emphasis on positive, supportive parenting that
facilitates adaptive emotion regulation strategies. Many researchers believe that as children
grow, parents continue to monitor their child’s emotional responses to different stimuli. For
example, research has shown that toddlers remain reliant on extrinsic emotion regulation (e.g.,
interactions with caregiver) to help regulate emotional responses (Diener & Mangelsdorf, 1999).
These interactions have not only immediate effects on toddlers’ emotional responses, but have
also been shown to influence toddlers’ subsequent independent emotion regulation behaviors
(Garner, 1995). Over time, parents stop intervening to relieve distress and, instead, suggest
strategies for managing emotional responses, such as self-soothing or self-distraction. Through
this process, children are able to learn skills and strategies for dealing effectively with emotional
states to meet different situational demands (Blandon et al., 2008; Calkins & Hill, 2007; Field
1994; Sroufe, 1996).

Unique Influence of Positive Parenting

The construct of positive parenting, defined by sensitivity, responsiveness to child
distress, warmth, and positive expressivity, has been found to be broadly related to better
emotional and behavioral outcomes for children (e.g., Calkins & Johnson, 1998; Calkins et al.,
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1998; Davidov & Grusec, 2006; Eisenberg et al., 2005; Gilliom et al., 2002; Graziano, Calkins,
& Keane, 2011; Kochanska et al., 2000; Li-Grining, 2007; Spinrad et al., 2007; Valiente et al.,
2006). In the context of emotion regulation development, positive parenting allows children to
imitate effective regulatory strategies presumably implemented by caregivers and parents are
able to support the development of such processes in their children in an effective and healthy
way (e.g., scaffolding, modeling). As an additional benefit, research has shown that positive
parenting in the form of praise is positively related to toddlers’ abilities to attend to tasks, a skill
essential for the development of other regulatory abilities, such as emotion regulation (Gaertner
et al., 2008). Although many studies examine the effects of positive parenting on older children,
these effects appear to be evident beginning as early as infancy. For example, in a study
examining the relationship between maternal sensitivity when children were 6 months of age and
later child distress or non-distress in toddlerhood (i.e., 24 and 36 months) during a clean-up task,
Leerkes, Blankson, and O’Brien (2009) found that maternal sensitivity to infants’ distress (i.e.,
promptly and appropriately responding to infant distress) was related to fewer behavioral
problems in toddlerhood. Importantly, maternal sensitivity when infants were 6 months was
found to buffer highly reactive infants from later emotion dysregulation in toddlerhood (Leerkes
et al., 2009). This study illustrates not only how positive parenting behaviors can benefit young
infants, but also specifically shows that the development of regulatory behaviors can be altered
early in development by parenting.
Unfortunately, research has shown that low levels of positive parenting early in life are
related to negative child outcomes, including increased negative affect (e.g., Feldman et al.,
2004; Propper & Moore, 2006; Pauli-Pott et al., 2004). In particular, maternal unresponsiveness,
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disengagement, insensitivity, and lack of warmth have been associated with later difficulties in
attentional control and general self-regulation (Eiden, Edwards, & Leonard, 2007; Rodriguez et
al., 2005). Additionally, when caregivers are instructed to inhibit their interactions with infants at
12 and 14 months (i.e., become passive and unresponsive), infants express significantly more
negative affect than when caregivers are permitted to interact freely with their infants (Bridges,
Grolnick, & Connell, 1997). When presented with chronically unavailable caregivers, infants are
more likely to experience difficulties in regulating their emotionality and stress during and after
an emotional challenge (i.e., being swaddled without social stimulation) than infants who have
caregivers who are emotionally and physically available (Little & Carter, 2005). In one study
examining prospective links between early positive parenting and later childhood behaviors,
Wakschlag and Hans (1999) showed that low levels of maternal responsiveness in infancy were
associated with behavioral problems and an increased risk of exhibiting disruptive behavior
during middle childhood (i.e., 8-11 years of age), suggesting the presence of less effective
regulatory abilities. These links were present above and beyond other risk factors (e.g., low
socioeconomic status, low maternal educational attainment, low infant birth weight), suggesting
that a lack of positive parenting early in life has a continuing detrimental effect on children’s
emotion regulation abilities throughout childhood and into early adolescence. Additionally, in a
shorter longitudinal study, mothers who were less skilled or effective at scaffolding while
playing with their children at age 3, had children who exhibited more emotional dysfunction and
more behavior problems age 4 (Hoffman et al., 2006)
Within the still face paradigm itself, few studies have examined the influences of
positive, responsive parenting. Of those studies that have, one found that mothers who used more
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contingent responding by emphasizing and promoting infant initiated behaviors (i.e., consistent
and well timed responses to infant’s actions, cues, or vocalizations) in interactions with their
infants have infants who showed more positive affect after the still face episode (Lowe et al.,
2012). Meanwhile, mothers who used more attention seeking behaviors that seemed to be aimed
at distracting the infant (e.g., clapping hands or saying infant’s name to gain infant’s attention)
during interactions with their infants had infants who showed less positive affect after the still
face episode. In addition, maternal sensitivity (i.e., warm, accepting, and responsive to infant)
has been shown to be associated with more regulated infant behavior, defined as less crying and
negative affect expressed, during the still face episode (Grant, McMahon, Reilly, & Austin,
2010; Gunning, Halligan, & Murray, 2013). Importantly, although the design of these studies
enabled researchers to observe the concurrent effects of maternal positive parenting behaviors on
infant emotion regulation within the same task, it did not allow researchers to examine the effect
of positive parenting behaviors on infants’ development of emotion regulatory abilities over
time.

Interaction between Contextual Stress and Positive Parenting

Within the last decade, research has begun examining the roles different forms of
parenting play in moderating and mediating the relationship between environmental factors and
child developmental outcomes. Research examining the influence of contextual stress, for
example, often finds that parenting mediates the relationship between cumulative risk and a
child’s self-regulation abilities (e.g., Evans, Fuller-Rowell, & Doan, 2012; Gustafsson, Cox, &
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Blair, 2012; Ursache, Blair, Stifter, & Voegtline, 2012). Specifically, Trentacosta and colleagues
(2008) found that cumulative risk when children were 2 years old negatively predicted positive
parenting at age 3, such that increased cumulative risk led to decreased levels of positive
parenting. In the same study, positive parenting at age 3, was found to negatively predict later
parent-reported externalizing and internalizing behaviors at age 4, such that low levels of
positive parenting led to increased disruptive behaviors (Trentacosta et al., 2008). Additionally,
in a study examining the influence of cumulative risk and parenting on general cognitive
development in the first 15 months of life, Burchinal, Vernon-Feagans, Cox, and the Key Family
Life Project Investigators (2008) found that lower levels of certain aspects of parenting (i.e.,
maternal warmth and sensitivity, parental learning/literacy activities, and exposure to maternal
language) mediated the deleterious effect of multiple demographic and environmental risk
factors on infant cognitive abilities at 15 months. Cumulative risk has also been shown to affect
the emotion regulation capacities of children long-term. In a longitudinal study examining
children’s emotion regulation capabilities at four time points (early infancy, 12- and 18- months,
and 5 years old), Halligan et al. (2013) found that children exposed to high levels of cumulative
risk in infancy showed lower emotion regulation abilities throughout development. Findings also
showed, however, that maternal sensitivity was related to emotion regulation capacities, such
that low levels of maternal sensitivity mediated the relationship between high cumulative risk
and lower child emotion regulation abilities (Halligan et al., 2013).
Although most studies examining the interactional influences of contextual stress and
positive parenting on children’s development of emotion regulation have shown caregivers’ use
of positive parenting to mediate the relationship between contextual stress and emotion
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regulation abilities, new research examining such variables and relationships in high-risk
samples, such as those marked by poverty, has shown some discrepancy in the way in which
high and low levels of positive parenting influence child outcomes (e.g., Hibel, Granger, Blair, &
Cox, 2011; Hill, Bush, & Roosa, 2003; Landry, Smith, Miller-Loncar, & Swank, 1997; Laucht,
Esser, & Schmidt, 2007; Raver, 2004; Simons et al., 2002). For example, studies by two separate
groups of researchers found that exposure to maternal positive parenting moderated or buffered
the influence of cumulative risk on children’s behavioral competence, particularly, in those
children living in the highest levels of contextual stress (Kriebel & Wentzel, 2011; VernonFeagans, Cox, & The Family Life Project Investigators, 2013). These studies, and others, lend
evidence to the theory that, in certain populations, positive parenting may moderate the negative
relationship between high levels of contextual stress and lower emotion regulation capabilities,
such that individuals exposed to high levels of positive parenting experience a buffering effect,
whereby the influence of contextual stress on emotion regulation is lessened.

Current Study

Given the malleability of emotion regulation processes early in life (e.g., Rothbart et al.,
1992; Zeman et al., 2006) and research demonstrating its links with later developmental
outcomes, it is important to examine the factors that may influence its development both
positively and negatively. Previous research has consistently shown that risk factors such as
maternal psychopathology and teenage motherhood lead to increased levels of infant distress and
the development of and reliance on maladaptive emotion regulation strategies (e.g., Blandon et
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al., 2008; Crugnola et al., 2014; Hoffman et al., 2006; Maughan et al., 2007; Tarabulsy et al.,
2003). However, it remains unclear whether a larger cumulative risk index that includes
generally accepted risk factors (e.g., low socioeconomic level, maternal depression, and teenage
motherhood) would influence infant emotion regulation, as measured by behavioral observation
using the still face paradigm, in the same manner. Additionally, the use of positive parenting
behaviors, particularly maternal sensitivity and responsiveness, by mothers has been linked to
positive outcomes for infants and children (e.g., Davidov & Grusec, 2006; Eisenberg et al.,
2005). Although the influence of positive parenting behaviors on different aspects of child
development (e.g., language, attentional control, behavior management) has been illustrated
previously, the association between these behaviors and the development of specific emotion
regulation abilities in infancy as measured by behavioral observation has yet to be examined in
detail. Finally, low levels of positive parenting have been shown to mediate the relationship
between cumulative risk and disruptive childhood behaviors (Trentacosta et al., 2008), yet it
remains unclear if high levels of positive parenting would act as a buffer of the relationship
between cumulative risk and infant emotion regulation.
To address the gaps in previous literature regarding the relationships between exposure to
varying levels of contextual stress, infant emotion regulation, and parenting behaviors, the
current study examined the moderating effects of positive parenting at 6 months on the
relationship between contextual stress at 4 months and infant emotion regulation at 8 months.
Based on previous findings, it was hypothesized that increased levels of contextual stress would
predict lower levels of infant emotion regulation. In addition, it was anticipated that increased
levels of positive parenting would predict higher levels of infant emotion regulation. Finally, it
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was expected that positive parenting would act as a moderator and buffer relationship between
contextual stress and infant emotion regulation (see Figure 1), such that infants in environments
marked by high levels of contextual stress who are exposed to high levels of positive parenting
would exhibit higher levels of emotion regulation than infants in environments marked by high
levels of contextual stress who are not exposed to high levels of positive parenting. Additionally,
it was expected that infants in environments characterized by low levels of contextual stress who
are exposed to high levels of positive parenting would exhibit higher levels of emotion regulation
than infant in environments characterized by low levels of contextual stress who are not exposed
to high levels of positive parenting.
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Figure 1. Hypothesized Relationship between Infant Emotion Regulation, Contextual Stress, and
Positive Parenting.
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CHAPTER 2
METHODS

Participants

Mothers and their infants (N = 181) were recruited as part of a larger, longitudinal study
examining the development of infant self-regulation, temperament, and emotion early in life.
Participants were recruited from a rural community in Illinois. To be eligible for the study,
mothers had to be at least 17 years old and report no significant birth complications or
developmental concerns about their infants at the time of recruitment. Two dyads were excluded
from analyses as the infants in the dyads developed a neurodevelopmental disorder or a brain
tumor during the first year of life, bringing the sample size to 179 dyads.
Participants came from a wide range of demographic backgrounds. The mean age of
mothers was 27.49 years (SD = 6.07), with 7.82% of mothers (n = 14) between 17 and 19 years
of age (i.e., teenage mothers). Nearly 72% of mothers identified as Caucasian (71.51%), 15.64%
identified as African American, 8.94% identified as Hispanic/Latina, 1.1% identified as Native
American, and 3.35% identified as “other.” On average, mothers had completed 14.83 years of
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education (SD = 2.76, range = 9-24), although 8.94% of mothers reported having fewer than 12
years of education (i.e., did not complete high school). The average family income-to-needs ratio
was 2.15 (SD = 1.67), which suggests that a large portion of the sample was experiencing
financial hardship. Further, 25.69% of mothers reported a total annual income that was at or
below the poverty threshold (i.e., income-to-needs ratio of less than or equal to one), while
59.22% of mothers reported being “economically stressed” (i.e., income-to-needs ratio of less
than two). Finally, 12.29% of mothers reported a relationship status of “single,” “divorced,” or
“widowed.” Within the sample, 53.07% of the infants were female, while 46.93% of the infants
were male. Prior to analyses, additional exclusionary criteria reflecting mother compliance to
task instructions within the still face paradigm led to the exclusion of 12 dyads from analyses,
resulting in a final sample size of 167 dyads.

Power Analysis

A power analysis using G*Power (Erdfelder, Faul, & Buchner, 1996) was executed to
determine the sample size needed to produce effects of small to medium size (f2 = .10, p = .05)
with a power of .80 in the regression analyses for the current study. Results of the power analysis
indicated that a sample size of 134 participants was necessary to test the outlined hypotheses,
suggesting that the number of participants included in the current study was adequate to test
hypotheses.
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Primary Measures

Contextual Stress

Demographic Risk Factors

Mothers completed a demographics questionnaire (see Appendix B and E) at 4 months
postpartum to assess for the presence or absence of demographic risk factors. Families were
assigned one point for the presence of each of the following demographic risk factors: maternal
education less than high school, teenage motherhood (age 17-19 years), an income-to-needs ratio
equal to or less than one, and single motherhood. Income-to-needs ratios were calculated by
dividing household income by the 2008 poverty thresholds for reported family unit sizes (i.e.,
number of persons in household). Households which had an income-to-needs ratio of less than or
equal to one were considered to be “living in poverty.” Single motherhood status was defined by
mother’s self-reported relationship status as “single,” “widowed,” or “divorced.”

Home Environment

The Confusion, Hubbub, and Order Scale (CHAOS; Matheny, Washs, Ludwig, &
Philips., 1995) was used to measure the amount of confusion and disorganization within the
home environment at 4 months postpartum. The scale is a 15-item self-report scale that indicates
the extent to which a home environment is disorganized, loud, or lacks structure (see Appendix
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D). Items inquire about ability to locate things, ability to talk without being interrupted, noise
level, conflict level, ability to keep plans, calmness of atmosphere, and regularity of routine. All
items are rated as either true (1) or false (0) and summed to create a total score, with higher
scores on the measure indicating more home chaos.
The CHAOS is a widely used measure of chaotic home environments within the child
literature (Dumas et al., 2005; Evans et al., 2005). Reported internal consistency is moderate
with a Cronbach’s alpha ranging from .79 to .83 (Dumas et al., 2005; Matheny et al., 1995). In
addition, 12 month test retest reliability is r = .74. Finally, it has been correlated with
observational measurements of home environment, suggesting good construct validity of the
measure (Matheny et al., 1995). It is important to note Matheny and colleagues (1995) also found
that the CHAOS was correlated with family socioeconomic status, however, the scale seems to
measure differences between home environments which are not solely accounted for by
demographic factors (Matheny et al., 1995). In the current study, internal consistency for the
CHAOS was acceptable (α = .73).

Maternal Depression

Mothers were asked to complete the Beck Depression Inventory, 2nd Edition (BDI-II;
Beck, Steer, & Brown, 1996) and to participate in the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV
Axis I Disorders (SCID-I; First, Spitzer, Gibbon, & Williams, 2002) at 4 months postpartum to
assess for current or past maternal depression. The BDI-II is a 21-item questionnaire that
measures the severity of an individual’s depressive symptoms (see Appendix A). Participants
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endorse their experience of various symptoms throughout the past two weeks using a 4-point
scale ranging from 0 (e.g., “I do not feel sad”) to 3 (e.g., “I am so sad or unhappy that I can’t
stand it”), with higher scores on the measure indicating more severe and impairing depressive
symptoms. Depressive symptom severity was indicated by the raw sum of all items (range: 063), with total scores of 13 and lower suggesting minimal symptom severity, while total scores
of 14 and higher suggesting mild to severe symptom severity. The BDI-II has been shown to
have strong psychometric properties across both clinical and non-clinical populations (e.g., Beck,
Steer, Ball, & Ranieri, 1996; Beck et al., 1996; Wang & Gorenstein, 2013), as well as across a
diverse range of cultures (e.g., Carmody, 2005; Ghassemzadeh, Mojtabai, Karamghadrir, &
Ebrahimkhani, 2005; Wiebe & Penley, 2005). The psychometric properties of the BDI-II were
first examined using college student and out-patient populations (Beck et al., 1996). Beck and
colleagues found strong internal consistency in college student populations (α = 0.93) and outpatient populations (α = 0.92) and strong test-retest reliability (r = 0.93) across populations
(Beck et al., 1996). In the current study, internal consistency was strong (α = .90).
The SCID-I has demonstrated good reliability in both research and clinical settings.
Previous work has found moderate inter-rater reliability for diagnosing Major Depressive
Disorder (MDD), with Kappa values between .61 and .80 (Lobbestael, Leurgans, & Arntz, 2010;
Zanarini et al., 2000). At this time, no “gold standard” to diagnose psychological disorders such
as MDD has been found or created, making validity analyses difficult to conduct. That said,
many studies have used the SCID-I itself as a “gold standard” from which the accuracy of
diagnoses can be determined (e.g., Shear et al., 2000). The SCID-I was administered by both
graduate students and research assistants. All graduate students were enrolled in a clinical
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psychology program in which they received formal training in the administration of standardized
measures, including clinical interviews such as the SCID-I. Research assistants underwent
extensive training in using the SCID-I within the laboratory. Both graduate students and research
assistants continued to receive direct supervision during administrations with participants from
more experienced clinical psychology graduate students or the lab director.

Contextual Stress Index

The contextual stress index was based on a point system in which each family was
assigned one point for the presence of each of the following stressors: high levels of home
environment chaos within the current sample (i.e., scores higher than one standard deviation
above the mean on the CHAOS), maternal education less than high school, teenage motherhood
(age 17-19 years), an income-to-needs ratio equal to or less than one, single motherhood, and
current or past maternal depression (i.e., scores met criteria for diagnosis on SCID-I or scores
higher than 13 on the BDI-II). This resulted in a contextual stress index that ranged from zero to
six, where higher scores indicate the presence of more contextual stress (Table 1).
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Table 1. Descriptive Statistics of the Contextual Stress Index
% of
Standard
n Sample Mean Deviation Minimum Maximum
Individual Stressors
Single Motherhood
20 21.1
Education Less Than
Highschool
13
8.0
Teenage Motherhood
12
7.2
Poverty
43 26.2
Maternal Depression
71 43.0
BDI
29 17.6
8.52
7.53
0.00
54.00
SCID-I
56 33.5
CHAOS
25 15.3
2.71
2.70
0.00
13.00
Stressors Present
0 stressors
53 34.0
1 stressor
54 34.6
2 stressors
37 23.7
3 stressors
11
7.1
4 stressors
0
0.0
5 stressors
1
0.6
6 stressors
0
0.0
Note. Values based on final sample size (n = 167).

Parenting Behaviors

To assess maternal parenting behaviors, mothers and infants participated in a five minute
free play interaction task without toys at 6 months postpartum. During the task, mothers were
instructed to play with their infants as they normally do at home, without any experimenterprovided toys or stimuli. The task was video and audio recorded and coded by a team of two
trained observers using the Parent-Child Early Relational Assessment (PCERA; Clark, 1985; see
Appendix C). Consistent with past research (Clark et al., 1997) and recommendations made by
Clark (1999), coders were instructed to watch the videos no less than three times. The first
viewing of the video was used to gain an overview of the parenting behaviors used during the
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interaction. Upon the subsequent viewings, coders rated approximately five to seven codes, until
all codes were completed. In addition, coders were trained over the course of several weeks by a
graduate student within the research team. During this time, the new coder coded eight training
videos with and without the assistance of the graduate student trainer. Each coder was required to
meet an inter-rater reliability of 80% on each training video across all codes before moving onto
non-training videos. Approximately 20% of the videos (n = 36) were re-coded to establish
reliability. Finally, inter-rater agreement was calculated via intraclass correlations to account for
chance agreement between raters (Weir, 2005).
As prescribed by the PCERA coding scheme, videos were coded using a 1-5 rating scale,
where higher scores are indicative of better parenting (e.g., more connectedness with child, less
intrusive/rejecting parenting). The current study focused specifically on the “Positive Affect and
Involvement” subscale, which measures maternal positivity/responsiveness. This factor showed
good internal consistency (α = .88) and adequate inter-rater reliability (mean ICC across items =
.74). The “Positive Affect and Involvement” subscale of the PCERA coding scheme is composed
of 11 discrete behaviors: expressed positive affect (ICC = .77), enjoyment/pleasure (ICC = .76),
amount and quality of visual contact with child (ICC = .77), amount of verbalization (ICC = .80),
quality of verbalizations (ICC = .84), social initiative (ICC = .66), structures and mediates the
environment (ICC = .87), mirroring (ICC = .80), creativity/resourcefulness (ICC = .59), reverse
coded flat/unemotional tone of voice (ICC = .76), and reverse coded
depressed/withdrawn/apathetic mood (ICC = .51; Clark, 1985; see Appendix C).
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Infant Emotion Regulation

Mothers and infants participated in the still face paradigm, a task first developed by
Tronick and colleagues (1978), at 8 months postpartum. The still face paradigm has typically
been used by researchers to isolate and examine infant emotion regulation abilities separate from
caregiver-assisted emotion regulation. Infants were seated in a high chair, with mothers seated in
front of the high chair in a swiveling desk chair. Mothers were instructed to play naturally with
their infants for about two minutes. Then, the experimenter signaled to the mother to turn her
seat around so that her back was to the infant. During this 15 second “break” mothers were
instructed to remain silent. At the experimenter’s signal, mothers turned around to face their
infants again. They were told to put on a “poker face,” where their facial expression was blank,
and not to interact with their infant at all. This lasted two minutes and was the only two minutes
coded as part of the current study. After two minutes, mothers were signaled to turn their back to
their infants once again for 15 seconds. At the experimenter’s signal, mothers turned back around
for a “reunion phase,” during which mother and infant were allowed to interact normally once
again. Finally, after two minutes, mothers were instructed to take their infants out of the high
chair for a one minute interaction, wherein the dyad could once again play naturally.
Infant emotion regulation during the still face episode of the paradigm was coded using a
coding scheme developed by the current researchers specifically for use with the still face
paradigm (Appendix G; Tronick et al., 1978). The current coding scheme was created by
examining past coding schemes (Braungart-Rieker, Garwood, Powers, & Notaro, 1998;
Braungart-Rieker, Garwood, Powers, & Wang 2001; Gunning et al., 2013; Tronick & Weinberg,
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1990), as well as relevant still face paradigm literature. Videos were coded second by second for
the presence of the following infant behaviors: mother orientation (i.e., looking at mother), selfdistraction (e.g., playing with high chair or shoes), attention-gaining gestures (e.g., pick me up
movements, smiling, bounding up and down in high chair), self-soothing behaviors (e.g., sucking
fingers or clothing), and distancing/escape behaviors (e.g., attempts to leave high chair). The
only two behaviors that were mutually exclusive were mother orientation and self-distraction.
In addition to coding the presence or absence of specific infant behaviors associated with
emotion regulation, trained coders also coded mothers’ compliance to task instructions on a
second by second basis. In the task guidelines, mothers were told to remain as neutral as possible
(i.e., hold a neutral facial expression or “poker face”, no interaction with infant) during the still
face episode of the paradigm. As such, any deviation from a neutral facial expression or response
to the infant which was perceived by the infant or which attracted the infant’s attention was
coded as a deviation from task instructions. Additionally, a global rating of mother compliance to
the task guidelines was noted for each dyad interaction. Each mother was given a rating of 0
(“completely compliant”), 1 (“mostly complaint”), 2 (“mildly compliant”), or 3 (“not at all
compliant”) to describe the overall adherence to task instructions. To determine the appropriate
global rating for maternal compliance to neutrality, coders were trained to use both the number
of non-compliant behaviors as well as the intensity of the non-compliant behaviors. Participants
were excluded from all analyses if a high degree of deviance from task instructions was noted
from the outset of the episode (n = 11). For episodes wherein mothers were initially compliant,
but became non-compliant later during the episode, the initial codeable segments were used as
long as such segments were at least 30 seconds in duration (i.e., at least 30 consecutive 1 second
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segments can be included; n = 1). Subsequent segments were excluded from analyses. Finally,
because minor deviations from instructions that were brief in duration occurred with some
frequency, but did not disrupt the goal of the episode, minor disruptions (e.g., those that would
receive a global rating no higher than “1”) that lasted for less than 10 consecutive 1 second
segments were retained for analysis. Of note, an additional 1 dyad was excluded from all
analyses as the mother provided the infant with a pacifier at the onset of the task and the infant
engaged with the pacifier throughout the entirety of the still face episode. Given these exclusion
criteria, the final sample size for the current study was 167 dyads.
The Observer (Noldus, 2009) software was used to code all videos. This software is
specially designed to allow for the coding and analysis of behavioral observations within the
program. The training of coders for this variable was conducted in a similar manner to that of the
parenting behaviors variable. Potential coders watched and coded four videos with the primary
investigator of this study. Next, coders independently coded six training videos, identified by the
primary investigator of this study and the principal investigator of the larger longitudinal study,
until an inter-rater reliability of 70% on all coded variables was obtained for each video. To
retain reliability between coders, after the completion of training, the primary investigator and
each coder met individually to code one video approximately once per week. To establish interrater reliability, the primary investigator of this study independently recoded 20% of the videos
(n = 30). Inter-rater agreement was later calculated via intraclass correlations to account for
chance agreement between raters (Weir, 2005). In the current study, the inter-rater reliability on
each coded variable fell in the good to excellent range: mother orientation (ICC = .93), self-
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distraction (ICC = .94), self-soothing (ICC = .97), attention-gaining (ICC = .88),
distancing/escaping (ICC = .81), and mother compliance (ICC = .98).
Given there were slight variations in the total time each dyad engaged in the still face
episode, the proportion of each discrete behavior exhibited during the episode was calculated to
create a single indicator for each behavior, such that the time spent engaged in each behavior was
divided by the total time engaged in the still face episode. For the purposes of analyses, the
mother orientation code was reverse coded and utilized as an indicator of gaze aversion. Then,
zero-order correlations were examined to determine whether associations existed between
behaviors indicative of children regulating emotion during the task (e.g., distraction, selfsoothing). Although significant correlations were found between some of the behaviors (see
Table 3), a single index of infant emotion regulation could not be created as all behaviors were
not significantly associated. As such, separate regression analyses were conducted for each
behavior.

Covariates

Infant Sex

Although many studies have examined sex differences in infants’ emotional expression
and use of self-regulatory abilities, the findings of such studies have been mixed (e.g., BraungartRieker et al., 1998; Haley & Stansbury, 2003; Mayes & Carter, 1990; Toda & Fogel, 1993;
Weinberg, Tronick, Cohn, & Olson, 1999). For example, Weinberg and colleagues (1999) found
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that male infants displayed higher levels of negative affect than female infants during the stillface paradigm. Additionally, the same study found that male infants spent more time looking at
their mother and displaying expressions of positive affect, while female infants spent more time
exploring objects in the environment and displaying expressions of interest, suggesting that male
and female infants may naturally orient their attention toward different stimuli (Weinberg,
Tronick, Cohn, & Olson, 1999). However, contrary to those results, other studies, such as that of
Mayes and Carter (1990), find that during the still-face paradigm, female infants spend longer
amounts of time displaying negative affect and display more disorganized behavior (i.e., crying,
arching body, seemingly inconsolable) than male infants. As such, most researchers continue to
recommend the further evaluation of sex differences in studies examining infant emotion
regulation. Therefore, the current study included infant sex as a potential covariate.

Maternal Emotion Regulation.

Maternal emotion regulation was assessed using the Emotion Regulation Questionnaire
(ERQ; Gross & John, 2003) at 4 months postpartum. The ERQ measures subjects’ propensity to
use reappraisal and suppression to regulate emotions. As such, the ERQ’s 10 items are separated
into two factors: cognitive reappraisal and expressive suppression (Gross & John, 2003). Items
ask about how respondents control their emotional experience (i.e., what they are actually
feeling) and their emotional expression (i.e., how they exhibit their emotions to others) using a 7point Likert scale ranging from 1 (“strongly disagree”) to 7 (“strongly agree”). Given that
research has consistently shown relationships between parental emotional expression and
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emotion regulation and children’s ability to regulate their own emotions (see Bariola, Gullone, &
Hughes, 2010 for review), maternal emotion regulation was included as a potential covariate.
The ERQ is one of the most commonly used self-report measures of emotion regulation
strategies (Betts, Gullone, & Allen, 2009; Gullone, Hughes, King, & Tonge, 2010; Lorber,
2012). Past research has found moderate internal consistency with a Cronbach’s alpha of .79 for
the reappraisal scale and .73 for the suppression scale (Gross & John, 2003). In addition, test
retest reliability after 3 months is r = .69 for both the reappraisal and suppression scales (Gross &
John, 2003). Psychometric studies have also given thorough support to the two factor structure of
the ERQ, as well as the orthogonal nature of reappraisal and suppression (Gross & John, 2003;
Melka, Lancaster, Bryant, & Rodriguez, 2011; Moore, Zoellner, & Mollenholt, 2008). For the
purposes of the current study, only the reappraisal scale was used as a potential covariate. The
overall internal consistency for the ERQ was adequate (α = .72), while the internal consistency
for the reappraisal scale was good (α = .81).

Infant Negative Affectivity

The Revised Infant Behavior Questionnaire (IBQ-R; Gartstein & Rothbart, 2003) was
used to measure infant behavior and temperament at 4 months postpartum. The IBQ-R is
comprised of 191 items which ask caregivers to rate the frequency of infant behaviors on a scale
of 1 (“never”) to 7 (“always”). For the purposes of the current study only the negative
affectivity composite was analyzed as a potential covariate to control for potential infant
affective influences on maternal parenting prior to the study.
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Item analyses have provided support that the items load onto 14 subscales (i.e., activity
level, distress to limitations, approach, fear, duration of orientating, smiling and laughter, vocal
reactivity, sadness, perceptual sensitivity, high intensity pleasure, low intensity pleasure,
cuddliness, soothability, and falling reactivity), with Cronbach’s alphas between 0.70 and 0.90
across infancy (Gartstein & Rothbart, 2003). Additionally, using factor analysis, Gartstein and
Rothbart (2003) found that these subscales load onto three factors with good internal
consistency: surgency/extraversion (α = 0.92), negative affectivity (α = 0.91), and
orientating/regulation (α = 0.91). The negative affectivity factor includes the following
subscales, all of which have loadings greater than 0.30: sadness (r = 0.79), distress to limitations
(r = 0.69), fear (r = 0.31), and the reverse of falling reactivity (r = -0.56) (Gartstein & Rothbart,
2003). In the current study, the overall internal consistency of the negative affectivity scale was
good (α = .83), as well as the subscales comprising the larger factor: distress to limitations (α =
.76), sadness (α = .86), fear (α = .91), and the reverse of falling reactivity (α = .83).

Procedure

Mothers and their infants were recruited in one of three ways. First, a local obstetrics and
gynecology (OB/GYN) office distributed information regarding the study to all new mothers,
and interested mothers contacted the laboratory for more information. Second, members of the
research team monitored local newspapers for birth announcements. Families with new infants
found via this method were contacted and given information about the study and the opportunity
to participate. Finally, flyers were posted within the community with contact information for
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interested mothers. Data collection to meet the goals of the current investigation occurred across
three participant visits to the lab.
At 4 months postpartum, mothers visited the laboratory without their infants.
Approximately two weeks prior to the visit, mothers were mailed a packet containing more
information about the study, the informed consent form (see Appendix F), and a series of
questionnaires, including the ERQ, CHAOS, BDI-II, IBQ-R, and the participant demographic
form. Instructions within the packet asked mothers to complete the measures approximately 3-4
days prior to the laboratory visit. During the visit, mothers completed the SCID-I with a trained
member of the research team. In addition, as part of the larger longitudinal study, mothers
completed a series of questionnaires, computer tasks, and participated in an interactive task.
Mothers were compensated $50 for the completion of this visit.
At 6 and 8 months postpartum, mothers and their infants visited the laboratory. During
the visit, dyads participated in a series of structured tasks designed to elicit different emotions
and aspects of temperament, including the free play without toys task (coded at 6 months) and
the still face paradigm (coded at 8 months). Mothers were compensated $30 for the completion
of each of these visits.
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CHAPTER 3
RESULTS

Missing Data

As is common in longitudinal studies, there was some missing data (6.59% at the 4
month time point, 16.77% at the 6 month time point, and 26.95% at the 8 month time point). All
data was analyzed for systematic trends between missing and non-missing data using Little’s
MCAR test (Little, 1988). The results of this test were nonsignificant (χ2 [122] = 85.08, p > .05)
and, as a result, it was assumed that the data were missing completely at random and multiple
imputation was executed using SPSS. Multiple imputation (Rubin, 1987) is a commonly used
technique that estimates the likely value for missing data by substituting more than one set of
potential values for missing entries and using the average of the substituted values. Guidelines
established by researchers such as Rubin (1987) and Schafer and Olsen (1998) suggest that 5-10
imputations are sufficient for most analyses; however, recent research has shown that a greater
number of imputations may be necessary to retain statistical power and validity (Bodner, 2008;
Graham, Olchowski, & Gilreath, 2007). Using guidelines proposed by Bodner (2008) and given
the amount of missing data within the sample, 20 imputations were utilized in the current study.
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Preliminary Analyses

Descriptive statistics for all variables, before transformations, are presented in Table 2.
Variables were visually and statistically examined for evidence of skew or kurtosis. Three
variables (i.e., infant negative affect, contextual stress index, and positive parenting) found to
have significant skew were transformed following the recommendations of Tabachnick and
Fidell (2007), such that variables with significant skew (i.e., z = +/-2.00, based on the z-score
gathered by dividing skew by the standard error of skew) were transformed using a square root
or logarithmic transformation, depending upon the severity of the skew. Although many of the
infant emotion regulation behaviors exhibited significant skew, no transformations were
conducted as more recent research has demonstrated that utilization of logistic or linear
regression with skewed proportion data yields superior results compared to conducting arcsine or
logit transformations prior to regression analyses, as previously advised (e.g., Dixon, 2008; Von
Hippel, 2015; Warton & Hui, 2011; Wilson et al., 2013). In addition, all data were visually and
statistically examined for outliers.
Correlations were executed to examine the associations between the contextual stress
index, individual infant emotion regulation behaviors, positive parenting behaviors, infant sex,
infant negative affectivity, and maternal emotion regulation (see Table 3). Several significant
correlations emerged. The contextual stress index was positively correlated with infant negative
affect (r = .23, p < .01). Positive parenting behaviors at 6 months of age were negatively
correlated with self-soothing behaviors at 8 months of age at trend-levels (r = -.18, p = .056).
Amongst the individual emotion regulation behaviors, attention gaining was negatively
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Table 2. Descriptive Statistics of Primary Study Variables.
Standard
Variable
Mean1
Deviation1
Skew1
Kurtosis1
Skew2
Kurtosis2
Covariates
Infant Sex
1.47
0.50
0.13
-2.01
Infant Negative Affect
9.05
2.14
0.44
-0.02
0.14
-0.27
Mother Emotion Regulation
5.31
1.02
-0.23
-0.28
Cumulative Risk Index
1.06
0.98
0.74
0.49
-0.25
-1.35
Positive Parenting 6mo
4.14
0.51
-0.39
-0.32
0.16
-0.73
8-Month Emotion Regulation
Strategies
Attention Gaining Proportion
.03
0.05
2.763
8.42
3
Distancing/Escaping Proportion
.09
0.11
2.04
4.68
Gaze Aversion Proportion
.84
0.11
-0.71
0.05
Self-Distraction Proportion
.32
0.20
0.53
-0.16
Self-Soothing Proportion
.10
0.15
2.713
9.71
Mother Compliance
Proportion
.97
0.04
-2.99
12.92
Global
0.30
0.51
1.85
4.98
1
2
Note. Values based on original, pre-transformed data (n = 167); Values based on transformed data; 3As recommended by Dixon
(2008), Von Hippel (2015), Warton and Hui (2011), and Wilson and colleagues (2013) all significantly skewed proportion data
remained untransformed for analyses
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Table 3. Correlations Among Study Variables.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1
2
-.05
+
3
-.13
-.04
4
.04
-.08
.23**
5
-.01
.08
-.02
-.13
6
-.12
.12
-.04
.11
-.01
7
.01
-.01
.05
.02
-.12
-.00
8
.10
-.12
.10
-.09
.13
-.47**
-.14
9
-.08
.08
.03
-.05
.15
-.18*
-.43**
.49**
+
+
10
.10
-.09
-.11
.02
-.18
-.16
-.21*
.14
-.05
Note. 1 = Infant Sex; 2 = Mother Emotion Regulation; 3 = Infant Negative Affect; 4 = Contextual Stress Index; 5 = Positive Parenting
(6 months); 6 = Attention Gaining; 7 = Distancing/Escaping; 8 = Gaze Aversion; 9 = Self-Distraction; 10 = Self-Soothing
+
Trending at p < .10; *Significant at p < .05; **Significant at p < .01
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correlated with gaze aversion (r = -.47, p < .01) and self-distraction (r = -.18, p < .05),
distancing/escaping was negatively correlated with self-distraction (r = -.43, p < .01) and selfsoothing (r = -.21, p < .05), and gaze aversion was positively correlated with self-distraction (r =
.49, p < .01). Additionally, a trend level negative association between attention gaining and selfsoothing (r = -.16, p = .082) emerged. Given only one significant relationship emerged among
the covariates (i.e., infant sex, infant negative affect, and maternal emotion regulation) and
primary study variables, only infant negative affect was included in regression analyses as a
covariate. Notably, the zero-order correlation analyses did not account for missing data.

Primary Analyses

All hypotheses were tested using hierarchical regression analyses and all analyses were
run using SPSS software following procedures outlined in Field (2013). For the model, the single
covariate of infant negative affect was entered on the first step, followed by contextual stress and
positive parenting on the second step, and the contextual stress and positive parenting interaction
term entered on the third and final step. Regression coefficients for the primary analyses are
presented in Tables 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8. Regarding the first hypothesis, the relationships between the
contextual stress index at 4 months postpartum and each independent infant emotion regulation
strategy at 8 months postpartum were all insignificant, thus failing to support this hypothesized
link. Regarding the second hypothesis, the relationships between positive parenting behaviors at
6 months postpartum and each independent infant emotion regulation strategy at 8 months
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Table 4. Regression Analysis with Attention Gaining
Variable
β
SE β
Step 1
(Constant)
.00
.10
Infant Negative Affect
-.01
.09
Step 2
(Constant)
.00
.10
Infant Negative Affect
-.05
.09
Contextual Stress Index
.15
.11
Positive Parenting Behaviors
.04
.10
Step 3
(Constant)
-.02
.10
Infant Negative Affect
-.06
.09
Contextual Stress Index
.14
.10
Positive Parenting Behaviors
.04
.10
Contextual Stress Index X Positive Parenting -.13
.13
+
Note. Trending at p < .10; *Significant at p < .05; Significant at p < .01

Table 5. Regression Analysis with Distancing/Escaping
Variable
β
SE β
Step 1
(Constant)
-.00
.10
Infant Negative Affect
.06
.09
Step 2
(Constant)
-.00
.10
Infant Negative Affect
.06
.09
Contextual Stress Index
-.03
.10
Positive Parenting Behaviors
-.13
.09
Step 3
(Constant)
-.01
.10
Infant Negative Affect
.06
.09
Contextual Stress Index
-.03
.10
Positive Parenting Behaviors
-.13
.09
Contextual Stress Index X Positive Parenting -.02
.11
+
Note. Trending at p < .10; *Significant at p < .05; Significant at p < .01

t-value

∆R2
.00

0.02
-0.15
.02
0.02
-0.49
1.40
0.38
.02
-0.19
-0.62
1.32
0.43
-1.04

t-value

∆R2
.01

-0.04
0.63
.02
-0.05
0.64
-0.26
-1.39
.01
-0.09
0.61
-0.29
-1.37
-0.23
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Table 6. Regression Analysis with Gaze Aversion
Variable
β
SE β
Step 1
(Constant)
.01
.09
Infant Negative Affect
.06
.09
Step 2
(Constant)
.01
.09
Infant Negative Affect
.09
.09
Contextual Stress Index
-.11
.10
Positive Parenting Behaviors
.09
.11
Step 3
(Constant)
.04
.09
Infant Negative Affect
.10
.09
Contextual Stress Index
-.10
.10
Positive Parenting Behaviors
.09
.11
Contextual Stress Index X Positive Parenting .19
.12
+
Note. Trending at p < .10; *Significant at p < .05; Significant at p < .01

Table 7. Regression Analysis with Self-Distraction
Variable
β
SE β
Step 1
(Constant)
.00
.10
Infant Negative Affect
-.00
.10
Step 2
(Constant)
.00
.10
Infant Negative Affect
.01
.10
Contextual Stress Index
-.02
.12
Positive Parenting Behaviors
.13
.10
Step 3
(Constant)
.00
.10
Infant Negative Affect
.01
.10
Contextual Stress Index
-.03
.11
Positive Parenting Behaviors
.13
.10
Contextual Stress Index X Positive Parenting -.02
.13
+
Note. Trending at p < .10; *Significant at p < .05; Significant at p < .01

t-value

∆R2
.01

0.09
0.70
.03
0.10
1.02
-1.10
0.86
.04
0.44
1.20
-0.92
0.79
1.62

t-value

∆R2
.00

0.02
-0.02
.02
0.04
0.07
-0.20
1.36
.01
0.02
0.06
-0.23
1.33
-0.13
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Table 8. Regression Analysis with Self-Soothing
Variable
β
SE β
Step 1
(Constant)
.01
.09
Infant Negative Affect
-.11
.10
Step 2
(Constant)
.01
.10
Infant Negative Affect
-.12
.09
Contextual Stress Index
-.01
.11
Positive Parenting Behaviors
-.20
.11
Step 3
(Constant)
.01
.10
Infant Negative Affect
-.11
.09
Contextual Stress Index
-.01
.11
Positive Parenting Behaviors
-.20
.11
Contextual Stress Index X Positive Parenting .04
.11
+
Note. Trending at p < .10; *Significant at p < .05; Significant at p < .01

t-value

∆R2
.01

0.80
-1.34
.04
0.07
-1.36
-0.10
-1.82+
.00
0.13
-1.34
-0.07
-1.83+
0.36
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postpartum were all insignificant, inconsistent with the hypothesis. However, of note, the
relationship between positive parenting behaviors and infant self-soothing behavior fell at trendlevel (β = -.20; p = .07; see Table 8). Finally, as with the regression analyses examining the
direct relationship between study variables, no significant moderation effects were found and, as
such, the final hypothesis was also not supported.
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CHAPTER 4
DISCUSSION

The goal of the current study was to examine the extent to which early contextual
stressors (i.e., poverty, single parent status, low maternal education, maternal psychopathology,
teenage motherhood, and chaos within the home environment) and positive parenting behaviors
(e.g., maternal sensitivity, positive affect, responsivity) are related to later infant emotion
regulation abilities. Previous work has consistently identified the use of adaptive and effective
emotion regulation behaviors as critical factors in normal socioemotional and psychological
development across the lifespan (e.g., Cohen & Mendez, 2009; Graziano et al., 2007; Gross &
John, 2003; Kennedy & Kramer, 2008; Mesman et al., 2009; Zeman et al., 2006). Additionally,
difficulties in emotion regulation abilities have been linked with increased levels of negative
affect and behavioral problems (e.g., psychopathology, non-compliance, risk-taking behaviors)
within every major developmental period (e.g., Calkins & Johnson, 1998; Day & Smith, 2013;
Feng et al., 2008; Gross, 1998; Gross & James, 2003; Mesman et al., 2009; Rothbart et al.,
1992).
Given these findings, it is clear that there is a need to study both factors that contribute to
impairments in emotion regulation abilities (e.g., early exposure to environmental stressors, low
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exposure to maternal positive parenting behaviors) and factors that promote normal development
of emotion regulation capabilities (e.g., high exposure to maternal positive parenting behaviors).
Although previous work has examined risk factors for the development of maladaptive emotion
regulation strategies, most studies thus far have only examined stressors in isolation rather than
investigating the cumulative effect of multiple stressors on development of regulatory abilities.
Additionally, although maternal characteristics and behavioral patterns have received some
attention, few studies have examined the influence of both high and low levels of positive
parenting behaviors on young children’s independent emotion regulatory abilities. Finally, the
majority of studies examining the influence of risk and protective factors on emotion regulation
abilities have focused on outcomes within later development (e.g., toddlerhood, childhood,
adolescence). However, research has suggested that early exposure to stressors and protective
factors can influence infant development (e.g., Feldman et al., 2004; Field et al., 1988; Hagekull,
Bohlin, & Rydell, 1997; Laucht, Esser, & Schmidt, 1997).
To address the limitations within previous work, the current study investigated the
relationships between early exposure to contextual stress, positive parenting behaviors (e.g.,
maternal sensitivity, positive affect), and infant emotion regulation behaviors at 8 months.
Results indicated that neither contextual stress at 4 months or positive parenting behaviors at 6
months were direct predictors of infant emotion regulation behaviors at 8 months of age. Study
variables were also unrelated to the proposed covariates infant sex and maternal emotion
regulation, as measured at 4 months postpartum via self-report questionnaire. Early contextual
stress was found to be significantly associated with infant negative affectivity at 4 months. These
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findings are now discussed with reference to existing literature, with a focus on critically
evaluating the study’s design.

Preliminary Study Findings

Infant Emotion Regulation Behaviors

As expected, infants within the current study displayed behaviors indicative of emotion
regulation at 8 months of age, including self-soothing, self-distraction, attention-gaining, gaze
aversion, and distancing/escaping, indicating that infants’ ability to use internally controlled
strategies to regulate emotional responses has emerged and started to be refined by this point in
development, consistent with existing studies (e.g., Braungart-Rieker et al., 1998; Braungart et
al., 2001; Gunning et al., 2013; Johnson et al., 1991; Mangelsdorf et al., 1995; Rothbart et al.,
1992; Stifter & Braungart, 1995; Tronick, 1989). Contrary to expectations, the five infant
emotion regulation behaviors coded via behavioral observation during the still face portion of the
still face paradigm were not all inter-related and, as a result, an overall infant emotion regulation
index could not be created. When correlational analyses were conducted, significant positive
associations emerged between gaze aversion and self-distraction, and significant negative
associations emerged between attention gaining and gaze aversion, attention gaining and selfdistraction, distancing/escaping and self-distraction, and distancing/escaping and self-soothing.
No significant correlations emerged between attention gaining and distancing/escaping, attention
gaining and self-soothing, distancing/escaping and gaze aversion, gaze aversion and self-
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soothing, and self-distraction and self-soothing; however, there was a trend level negative
association between attention gaining and self-soothing.
Although unexpected within the current study, other studies have examined the patterns
of individual infant emotion regulation behaviors rather than attempting to create a larger
composite for emotion regulation behaviors (e.g., Braungart-Rieker et al., 1998; Haley &
Stansbury, 2003; Mayes & Carter, 1990; Moore et al., 2001; Toda et al., 1993; Weinberg et al.,
1999), suggesting it can be an effective manner in which to examine nuances within infants’
implementation of various emotion regulation behaviors. Additionally, when previous studies
have created larger composites based on data from behavioral observations using the still face
paradigm, most have focused on the occurrence of dysregulation (e.g., gaze w/o focus, fussing,
agitated activity, negative affect; Gunning et al., 2013) or on infants’ affective reactions to the
still face phase of the paradigm (e.g., facial, behavioral, and vocal expressions of positive,
neutral, or negative emotionality; Grant et al., 2010; Lowe et al., 2012; Moore et al., 2001), not
the strategies being implemented by infants. For the purposes of the current study, conducting
separate regression analyses for each independent infant emotion regulation behavior, rather than
utilizing a composite which would have simply represented infants’ use of any regulatory
behavior, allowed for a more fine-grained approach to examining the influences of early
contextual stress and positive parenting on the development of such behaviors.
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Covariates

During preliminary analyses with potential covariate variables, a significant positive
zero-order correlation emerged between infant negative affect at 4 months of age and exposure to
contextual stress at the same time point. This suggests that mothers experiencing more contextual
stressors (i.e., poverty, psychopathology, single motherhood, teenage motherhood, low
educational attainment, and chaos within the home) may perceive their infants as exhibiting more
negative affect than mothers experiencing fewer stressors. This is notable because studies have
shown that infants high in negative emotionality display more disruptions to mother-infant
interactions, especially after challenging tasks such as the still face paradigm (e.g., Yoo & ReebSutherland, 2013), and difficulties in focused attention and emotion dysregulation (e.g., Calkins
et al., 2002). This disruption, long term, may change the way in which mothers interact with their
infants and, in turn, indirectly influence infants’ acquisition of normal, adaptive emotion
regulation behaviors, particularly for mothers who are already feeling burdened by psychosocial
or environmental stressors. Interestingly, many have found evidence to support the notion that
negative emotionality is, in and of itself, a risk factor for later adjustment difficulties (e.g.,
Deater-Deckard et al., 1998; Lengua, West, & Sandler, 1998; Lengua, 2002; Sanson, Oberklaid,
Pedlow, & Prior, 1991) and psychopathology (e.g., Bradley et al., 2011; Lengua et al., 1998).
Previous research suggests that, similar to other risk factors, infants’ innate tendencies to exhibit
negative affect may interact with other stressors over time, compounding and eventually
contributing to observable changes in normal socioemotional development. It may be that
negative affect requires more time or interactions with other stressors to produce observable
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differences within the development of early emotion regulation, reflected in the lack of
association found between early infant negative affect and infant emotion regulation behaviors at
8 months of age found in the current study. Future research should continue examining the
influence of child-specific risk factors, such as negative affect, on infant and toddler emotion
regulation development in an effort to identify when individual differences in emotion regulation
are impacted by aspects of child temperament.
Contrary to expectations, the current study did not find significant associations between
infant sex and the study variables. Previous results have been inconclusive as to the nature of sex
effects on emotion regulation behaviors within infancy (e.g., Braungart-Rieker et al., 1998;
Haley & Stansbury, 2003; Mayes & Carter, 1990; Toda & Fogel, 1993; Weinberg et al., 1999).
While some studies examining similarly aged children find sex differences emerge for infant
behaviors and affective reactivity during the still face paradigm (e.g., Braungart-Rieker et al.,
1998; Mayes & Carter, 1990; Toda & Fogel, 1993; Weinberg et al., 1999), most find no sex
differences in regulatory behaviors and emotional reactions (e.g., Ekas, Haltigan, & Messinger,
2013; Haley & Stansbury, 2003; Moore et al., 2001). As such, this study adds to the literature in
providing additional evidence for the absence of sex differences in the implementation of five
separate emotion regulation behaviors by infants 8 months of age.
Finally, although maternal emotion regulation was hypothesized to act as a covariate, no
significant associations emerged between this variable and the other study variables. Previous
work has consistently found relationships between parental emotional expression and regulation
and child emotion regulation (see Bariola et al., 2011 for review); however, this work has
primarily focused on the impact of parental socialization practices on emotion regulation
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development in toddlerhood and preschool-aged children. While it was expected that this pattern
of influence would exist prior to toddlerhood, it was unknown whether such associations would
emerge. Of additional consideration, Bariola and colleagues’ (2011) review brings attention to
the high degree of diversity in measurement of parental emotion regulation used by researchers.
In the current study, the reappraisal scale of the Emotion Regulation Questionnaire (ERQ) was
used to assess maternal emotion regulation. Although a valid and reliable measure for assessing
emotion regulation strategies in adults, this questionnaire asks participants to rate their own
regulatory behaviors, a process which often carries some inherent bias. Further, based on the
questions asked within the ERQ, it is unknown to what degree infants are actually exposed to
emotional modeling by their mothers as both the reappraisal and suppression scales that
comprise the ERQ are primarily cognitive based processes which may not be observable to
others, particularly young infants. It may be that, for studies of infant emotion regulation
development, maternal emotion regulation is better measured via behavioral observation rather
than through self-report questionnaire. For these reasons, future studies should continue to
investigate the intergenerational transmission of emotion regulation processes within infancy.

Primary Study Findings

Contextual Stress and Infant Emotion Regulation

Contrary to predictions, exposure to contextual stress at 4 months postpartum was
unrelated to all independent infant emotion regulation behaviors at 8 months of age. Multiple
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explanations for these results are possible. In examining the literature supporting links between
contextual stress and abnormal psychosocial and emotional development, much of the research
thus far has only examined the influence of such factors on outcomes in childhood (e.g., DeaterDeckard et al., 1998). Even in Evans and colleagues’ (2013) seminal review paper documenting
the existence of and necessity for further study of the intricacies of cumulative stress on
development across the lifespan, few studies gathered within the review examined the
contribution of cumulative risk factors on outcome variables within infancy. In alliance with the
cumulative risk framework, it has been suggested that, in the presence of multiple stressors, risk
is compounded overtime, thus producing more negative impacts to normal development and
greater differences between those experiencing high levels of contextual stress than those
experiencing low levels of contextual stress and limited contextual stress over time, suggesting
that observable differences in emotion regulation due to exposure to environmental and
psychosocial stressors, such as those examined in the current study, may not be apparent until
children reach toddlerhood or preschool age (e.g., Burchinal, Roberts, Hooper, & Zeisel, 2000).
There are several areas of support for this hypothesis. Previous work has shown that
some risk factors have a more salient influence in different developmental periods (e.g.,
Candelaria, Teti, & Black, 2011; Laucht et al., 2001) than others. For example, Laucht, Esser,
and Schmidt (1997) investigated the influence of differential contextual stressors in infancy and
toddlerhood. Their results suggest that child health-based factors, such as pregnancy or birth
complications, low birth weight, and neonatal complications (e.g., seizures, respiratory therapy),
tend to be most potent to cognitive and socio-emotional development in infancy and such
influences dwindle to nonsignificance by the time children reach preschool (Laucht et al., 1997).
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On the other hand, the influences of psychosocial factors, such as low parental education,
parental psychopathology, crowded home environment, and marital conflict, on socio-emotional
development appear to become more pronounced after infancy within toddlerhood and into the
preschool period. As such, it may be that, as proposed by Laucht and colleagues (1997),
sociodemographic and psychosocial stressors, such as those measured in the current study,
require more time to produce observable changes in normal developmental patterns.
Alternatively, research focused on the underlying biological mechanisms of regulatory
processes has shown that prolonged exposure to stress early in development alters the normal
pattern of development within the autonomic nervous system, responsible for physiological
stress reactivity and regulation, as well as brain maturation (e.g., Otero, Pliego-Rivero,
Fernandex, & Ricardo, 2003), which may be measurable prior to the presence of observable
disturbance in behavior. Within the emotion regulation literature, for example, researchers have
found differences in vagal tone, heart rate, and electroencephalogram (EEG) activity in normally
developing infants as young as 3 months old during the still face paradigm, such that infants
exhibit decreased vagal tone and increased heart rate, indicative of increased attention and
regulation of distress, and greater theta activity in the right hemisphere, suggestive of increased
facial processing and attention, during the still face phase of the paradigm (Bazhenova,
Stroganova, Doussard-Roosevelt, Posikera, & Porges, 2007; Moore & Calkins, 2004). Within at
risk populations, studies have shown differences in RSA regulation during the still face paradigm
between 6 month old infants exposed to high levels of marital conflict and those exposed to low
levels of marital conflict (Moore, 2010), as well as in infants of mothers with psychopathology
compared to infants of mothers without psychopathology (Field & Diego, 2008). Physiological
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measures of emotion regulation were not included in the current study; however, future research
should include such measures to determine whether and the extent to which psychosocial and
sociodemographic stressors influence the biological networks underlying emotion regulation
abilities in infancy, before observable differences emerge.
A second explanation for the lack of association between the contextual stress index used
in the current study and infant emotion regulation behaviors is the restricted range of stressors
experienced by infants. In previous studies which have found significant relations between
similarly constructed cumulative stress indices and child psychosocial and cognitive
development, the majority of families have had at least 3 risk factors present (e.g., Burchinal et
al., 2000; Hooper, Burchinal, Roberts, Zeisel, & Neebe, 1998). In the current study, a majority of
infants (i.e., 92.3%) experienced zero, one, or two stressors at 4 months of age while a minority
of the sample (i.e., 7.7%) experienced 3 or more stressors. It may be that a larger sample of
mothers and infants or a more diverse sample with more variance in exposure to stressors is
necessary to disentangle the relationship between contextual stressors and infant emotion
regulation development. As such, before concluding that early exposure to multiple contextual
stressors is unrelated to the development of infant emotion regulation behaviors, studies
including a greater number of high risk families should be conducted.
Finally, although previous work has shown relations between early risk factors and
emotion and behavioral dysregulation, research has yet to link exposure to early stressors to the
implementation of differential regulatory processes (i.e., self-distractions versus gaze aversion)
in infancy. For example, as part of a larger study, Wolke, Schmid, Schreier, & Meyer (2009)
examined the influence of neonatal complications as well as psychosocial stressors (e.g., poor
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parent child relationship) on behavioral dysregulation, as indicated by excessive crying and
feeding difficulties, at 5 months of age. Results suggested that early exposure to both health
complications and psychosocial stressors was predictive of increased behavioral dysregulation at
5 months of age (Wolke, Schmid, Scheier, & Meyer, 2009). More specific to the current study,
Feldman and colleagues (2009) examined emotion regulation to fearful stimuli in infants at 9
months of age and a number of predicting and moderating factors, including maternal
psychopathology. While the findings of this study suggested a significant link between maternal
depression and decreased ability to effectively regulate fear responses, infants’ emotion
regulation was measured as a broad composite including self-soothing, self-distraction, and
attention-gaining behaviors (Feldman et al., 2003). Within the still face paradigm literature,
studies have examined individual contextual risk factors (i.e., maternal depression, poor parent
child relationships) and their influence on infants’ reactions during still face portion of the
paradigm, with most grouping individual regulatory behaviors into larger composites similar to
the aforementioned study (e.g., Rosenblum, McDonough, Muzik, Miller, & Sameroff, 2002;
Tarabulsy et al., 2003). Future work should continue to investigate the influence of stressors on
the growth and development of individual emotion regulation behaviors within infancy and
patterns of use of such behaviors rather than on broad emotional dysregulation.

Positive Parenting and Infant Emotion Regulation

Findings from the current study revealed no significant direct relationship between
maternal use of positive parenting behaviors at 6 months postpartum and infant emotion
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regulation behaviors at 8 months of age. Of note, however, a trend level relationship emerged
between self-soothing behaviors at 8 months of age and maternal use of positive parenting
behaviors at 6 months postpartum, such that increased levels of positive parenting predicted
decreased use of self-soothing behaviors. Given this finding, it may be that infants with more
supportive and positive mothers as external regulators rely less on self-soothing as a primary
form of internal emotion regulation, which manifested as a trend level association. As discussed
earlier, previous work by Rothbart and colleagues (1992) found that infants’ use of self-soothing
behaviors changes between 3 and 13 months of age, such that use of hand-mouth stimulation,
one of the primary forms of self-soothing observed in the current study, decreases while other
forms of body self-stimulation (e.g., banging toy with hands, throwing objects, kicking legs)
increase over time. Further research should examine self-soothing behaviors across infancy to
determine whether the influence of positive parenting varies as a function of the type of selfsoothing behavior exhibited and whether the strength of the relationship changes over time.
Addressing the lack of significant direct relationships between independent emotion
regulation behaviors and maternal use of positive parenting behaviors, several explanations are
relevant. While previous temperament research has found direct links between use of positive
parenting and differences in negative affect and reactivity within infancy (e.g., Braungart-Rieker
et al., 2010; Cockenberg & Leerkes, 2004), there have been no such links found between use of
positive parenting and variations in infant emotion regulation. Importantly, as discussed
previously, physiological differences in regulation appear to emerge before observable changes
in behavior can be measured. It may be the case, as with contextual stress, that exposure to
differing levels of positive parenting influences infants’ development and use of emotion
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regulation behaviors differentially, but that such effects are not observable until toddlerhood or
preschool age. Instead, differential patterns in development of regulatory processes is measurable
only by physiological indices such as RSA, vagal tone, and heart rate. Previous research appears
to support this assumption. Moore and colleagues (2009), for example, found that decreases in
RSA for both 6 month old infants of highly sensitive mothers and highly sensitive mothers
themselves during the reunion phase of the still face paradigm were reflective of greater mutual
responsiveness to social interaction, but that differences between this group of mothers and
infants and less sensitive mothers and their infants were not observable via other forms of
measurement (i.e., affectivity, distress). Again, the current investigation did not include similar
measures of psychophysiological regulation, but future research examining the link between
positive parenting and emotion regulation development in infancy should include measurements
of psychophysiological regulation and response to stress (e.g., RSA, vagal tone, cortisol, heart
rate).
Additionally, studies which have found variations in infants’ reactions during the still
face paradigm as a function of maternal sensitivity and other related positive parenting behaviors
(Grant et al., 2010; Gunning et al., 2013; Haley & Stansbury, 2003; Lowe et al., 2012) have more
commonly examined such links between parenting behaviors exhibited within the first
interaction phase of the task and infant reactivity and regulation during the recovery phase of the
paradigm, not between tasks and time points as in the current investigation. For example,
Conradt and Ablow (2010) examined infants’ behavioral and physiological response during the
reunion episode within the still face paradigm and found that with greater levels of maternal
sensitivity, infants exhibited decreased heart rate, increased RSA, fewer resistant behaviors, and
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more attentional engagement over the course of the episode. Given this is one of the first studies
to attempt to examine the influence of positive parenting behaviors on infant emotion regulation
across the time span of months, rather than minutes or years, it was unknown whether an
association would emerge.
Relatedly, the lack of significant relationships between positive parenting behaviors and
infant emotion regulation behaviors may be explained by the timing of emergence of the
behaviors examined within the current study and their stability over time. While more passive
emotion regulation behaviors, such as gaze aversion and self-soothing, appear to change little
after 10 months of age (e.g., Rothbart et al., 1992), previous work has found that children’s
engagement in more active regulatory strategies (e.g., self-distraction and attention-gaining)
increases significantly across infancy, toddlerhood, and into the preschool years (see Bridges &
Grolnick, 1995 for review), with few children utilizing such strategies consistently prior to 32
months of age. Additionally, research by Braungart-Rieker and Stifter (1996) found that infants’
use of focused attention (i.e., orienting to mother or object), avoidance of arousing stimulus (i.e.,
escape behaviors or gaze aversion), and attention-gaining behaviors changed significantly
between 5 months of age and 10 months, suggesting that, within infancy, such behaviors are
highly unstable and may be difficult to predict within any given context until they stabilize in
toddlerhood and beyond. As infants continue to experiment with and utilize various emotion
regulation behaviors, they may begin to use specific behaviors with a more consistent pattern,
resulting in the individual differences previously identified within the literature. It may be that
positive parenting has little influence on the initial emergence of discrete emotion regulation
behaviors, but, instead, predicts their continued use. Given the limited number of studies which
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have examined the stability of emotion regulation over time, further work should investigate
these patterns to determine the relative influence of positive parenting on development and
stability of use of emotion regulation behaviors in infancy.
An alternative explanation for the lack of relationship between positive parenting and
infant emotion regulation may be that the current sample lacked sufficient variation in positive
parenting behaviors. It was anticipated that, given mothers were asked to engage with their
infants without toys and without specific instruction from experimenters, there would be
variation in the level of positive parenting behaviors exhibited across the sample. In the current
study, however, a majority of mothers (i.e., 64.7%) utilized parenting behaviors which averaged
a “4” or higher, indicating high use of positive parenting behaviors, while a minority of mothers
(i.e., 35.3%) utilized parenting behaviors averaging “3” or less, indicating moderate or low use
of positive parenting behaviors, suggesting a trend toward the use of more positive parenting
behaviors. Additionally, no mother averaged less than 2.64 across the individual positive
parenting behaviors, suggesting that mothers in the current investigation naturally use more
positive parenting behaviors with their infants. It may be that a sample comprised of a wider
range of quality of parents may be necessary to observe influences of high and low levels of
positive parenting behaviors on infant emotion regulation behaviors. As such, before concluding
that exposure to positive parenting behaviors is unrelated to the development of infant emotion
regulation behaviors, studies including mothers exhibiting both high and low levels of positive
parenting behaviors should be conducted.
Relatedly, the current study focused on exposure to high and low levels of positive
parenting as previous work has identified advantageous effects of high levels of positive
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parenting (e.g., Calkins & Johnson, 1998; Calkins et al., 1998; Davidov & Grusec, 2006; Gilliom
et al., 2002; Grant et al., 2010; Gunning et al., 2013; Lowe et al., 2012; Spinrad et al., 2007) and
deleterious effects of low levels of positive parenting on children’s development beginning in
infancy and continuing into childhood (e.g., Eiden et al., 2007; Feldman et al., 2004; Little &
Carter, 2005; Propper & Moore, 2006; Pauli-Pott et al., 2004; Rodriguez et al., 2005). However,
research has also demonstrated that while exposure to low levels of positive parenting (i.e., lack
of sensitivity and engagement, absence of positive affect) and exposure to negative parenting
behaviors (i.e., harsh discipline, hostility, psychological control, displays of negative affect) are
related, they are different constructs and predictive of differential outcomes (e.g., Cabrera,
Shannon, & Tamis-LeMonda, 2007; Dallaire et al., 2006; Feng et al., 2009; Karreman, Tuijl, van
Aken, & Dekovic, 2006; Morris et al., 2007). It may be that the absence of positive parenting
behaviors is not sufficient to cause detriments in infants’ development of effective emotion
regulation abilities and, instead, the addition of negative parenting behaviors is necessary to
produce observation differences in regulatory behaviors. Future work should consider the
differential impact of negative parenting behaviors on infant emotion regulation development as
well as high and low levels of positive parenting behaviors.

Contextual Stress, Positive Parenting, and Infant Emotion Regulation

Despite predictions and prior support from past research, no significant interaction
emerged between early contextual stress, positive parenting behaviors, and infant emotion
regulation behaviors. Previous work has primarily attempted to examine these variables
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longitudinally across multiple developmental periods (e.g., Burchinal et al., 2008; Halligan et al.,
2013; Trentacosta et al., 2008), so it was unknown whether such relationships would emerge
within the relative short period of delay between time points (i.e., 4 months) examined within the
current study. The results of the current investigation and from previous work suggest that
considerable time may need to pass before the impact of contextual stress and positive parenting
on infant emotion regulation behaviors and the influence of positive parenting on the relationship
between contextual stress and emotion regulation behaviors are observable.
Alternatively, although recent research has begun to find support for positive parenting
acting as a buffer or moderator between contextual stress and child outcomes in particularly high
risk samples (e.g., Hibel et al., 2011; Hill et al., 2003; Kriebel & Wentzel, 2011; Landry et al.,
1997; Raver, 2004; Simons et al., 2002; Vernon-Feagans et al., 2013), much of the previous
literature examining this complex relationship has supported an indirect path from contextual
stress to child outcomes through positive parenting (e.g., Candelaria et al., 2011; Evans et al.,
2012; Gustafsson et al., 2012; Halligan et al., 2013; Motz et al., 2011; Trentacosta et al., 2008;
Ursache et al., 2012). Although the associations between the primary variables of interest in the
current study do not appear to support the existence of a mediational relationship, future research
should continue to consider alternative models to explain the relationships between contextual
stress, positive parenting, and development of emotion regulation abilities.
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Limitations

Although the findings of the current study failed to support all hypotheses, the study itself
had many strengths including its use of observational measures of positive parenting and infant
emotion regulation behaviors, a longitudinal design, and its attempts to extend the existing body
of work noting the impact of early contextual stress and positive parenting on infant emotion
regulation. Despite these strengths, there are several limitations of the current study worth
discussing. As previously noted, the age selected to measure infant emotion regulation behaviors
may have limited the study’s abilities to detect significant relationships between variables. It was
hypothesized that measuring infant emotion regulation behaviors at 8 months postpartum, a time
when most regulatory behaviors are present, would allow for an investigation into infants early
use of emotion regulation behaviors in the context of environmental stressors and protective
factors. In examining previous research and the current findings, however, it may be better to
examine environmental influences on infant emotion regulation behaviors later in infancy (e.g.,
10 or 12 months) because of the increasing frequency and reliability with which older infants
utilize such behaviors (Bridges & Grolnick, 1995; Braungart-Rieker & Stifter, 1996). It will be
beneficial for future work to measure infant emotion regulation behaviors at multiple time points
toward the end of infancy to determine when contextual stress and positive parenting behaviors
begin to influence development and use of these behaviors.
Relatedly, the limited time for exposure to contextual stress and positive parenting prior
to measurement of infant emotion regulation may have contributed to the lack of significant
associations which emerged between study variables. While previous work has indicated that
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early contextual stress (e.g., Feldman et al., 2003; Laucht et al., 1997; Rosenblum et al., 2002;
Tarabulsy et al., 2003) and positive parenting behaviors (e.g., Grant et al., 2010; Gunning et al.,
2013; Lowe et al., 2012) can influence cognitive, socioemotional, and motor functioning within
infancy, these effects have been limited and minimal. As such, there is reason to believe that the
length of time for exposure to contextual stress prior to measurement of infant emotion
regulation behaviors may not have been long enough for environmental stressors to produce an
observable impact on regulatory behaviors. Similarly, the length of time for exposure to positive
parenting behaviors before measurement of infant emotion regulation behaviors may have too
short a time span for individual differences to emerge in regulatory behavior as a result of
exposure to variations in parenting. In the future, work should examine these variables at
multiple times during infancy in an effort to determine the minimum time of exposure to risk and
protective factors (e.g., demographic stressors, high and low levels of positive parenting) and the
emergence of observable differences in emotion regulation development.
Additionally, based on previous research examining the effects of cumulative contextual
stress on child development (e.g., Burchinal et al., 2000; Hooper et al., 1998; Jaffee et al., 2001;
Pungello et al., 2010), six potential psychosocial stressors were included within the contextual
stress index created for the current study. It was expected participants within the current study
would display significant variance in the number of stressors experienced; however, as identified
above, the final sample exhibited a restricted range of stressors, such that 92.3% of the sample
experienced two or fewer stressors, while only 7.7% of the sample experienced 3 or more
stressors. Future work should continue to examine infant emotion regulation development in
infants exposed to varying levels of contextual stress to determine the cumulative influence of
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such psychosocial factors on early emotion regulatory behavior. Additionally, future research
should consider examining multiple stressors within the same hierarchical regression model to
determine whether some psychosocial stressors (e.g., maternal psychopathology, poverty, chaos
within the home environment) are more salient within infancy than others.
Finally, although the current study utilized observational measures for two of the three
primary variables, it did not include physiological indicators of regulatory abilities, such as vagal
tone, heart rate, RSA, and HRV. As discussed throughout, evidence has emerged to suggest that
these physiological indicators of self-regulation underlie the utilization of regulatory strategies or
behaviors and can be used as bio-markers of broad self-regulation, including emotion regulation
(Appelhans & Luecken, 2006; Capuana et al., 2014; Hansen et al., 2003; Holzman & Bridgett,
2017; Porges, 2007; Thayer & Lane, 2000; Thayer, Hansen, Saus-Rose, & Johnsen, 2009).
Previous work suggests that measureable changes in physiological indicators of regulatory
abilities become evident before observable changes in behavior (Adrian et al., 2011; Field &
Diego, 2008; Fox, 1994; Moore, 2010) and relations between bio-markers, such as HRV, become
stronger over the lifespan (Holzman & Bridgett, 2017). Importantly, a recent meta-analysis by
Holzman and Bridgett (2017) found no differences in the strength of the relationship between
HRV and behavioral regulation and between HRV and emotion regulation, suggesting that
interpretation of relations between physiological indicators and specific regulatory processes
should be made cautiously. Research should continue investigating the impact of contextual
stress and parenting behaviors on early emotion regulation development, understanding that the
impact may not become behaviorally evident until later in infancy or in early toddlerhood. As
such, future work should include measures of physiological regulation in addition to behavioral
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assessments to determine when such processes are first affected by external factors and the
impact of those factors on development over the lifespan, and to contribute to the field’s
understanding of the physiological processes underlying broad and specific regulatory abilities.

Conclusion

Despite some limitations, the current study provides additional information regarding the
development of infant emotion regulation behaviors at 8 months of age and was one of the first
studies to attempt to investigate the influence of early contextual factors (i.e., contextual stress,
positive parenting behaviors) longitudinally on infants’ development of emotion regulation
abilities. Although results of the current study failed to find significant relationships between
early contextual stress, exposure to positive parenting behaviors, and infant emotion regulation
behaviors, findings suggest that infants at 8 months of age use a variety of behaviors to regulate
their own emotions during the still face paradigm. Additionally, the lack of significant
relationships between the contextual stress index utilized in the current study and infant emotion
regulation behaviors may suggest a delayed impact of such influences, indicating potential for
early intervention prior to the emergence of observable emotion dysregulation in infants. Future
work should continue to investigate the development of independent emotion regulation
behaviors (e.g., self-distraction, self-soothing, attention-gaining, gaze aversion,
escape/distancing) and work to address the limitations and previously discussed future directions
based on the current study.
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Beck Depression Inventory
This questionnaire consists of 21 groups of statements. Please read each group of statements carefully,
and then pick out the one statement in each group that best describes the way you have been feelings
during the past two weeks, including today. Circle the number beside the statement you have picked. If
several statements in the group seem to apply equally well, circle the highest number for that group. Be
sure that you do not choose more than one statement for any group, including Item 16 (Changes in
Sleeping Pattern) or Item 18 (Changes in Appetite).
1. Sadness
0 I do not feel sad
1 I feel sad much of the time.
2 I am sad all of the time.
3 I am so sad or unhappy that I can’t stand it.

6. Punishment Feelings
0 I don’t feel I am being punished.
1 I feel I may be punished.
2 I expect to be punished.
3 I feel I am being punished.

2. Pessimism
0 I am not discouraged about my future.
1 I feel more discouraged about my future than I
used to be.
2 I do not expect things to work out for me.
3 I feel my future is hopeless and will only get
worse.

7. Self-Dislike
0 I feel the same about myself as ever.
1 I have lost confidence in myself.
2 I am disappointed in myself.
3 I dislike myself

3. Past Failure
0 I do not feel like a failure.
1 I have failed more than I should have.
2 As I look back, I see a lot of failures.
3 I feel I am a total failure as a person.

4. Loss of Pleasure
0 I get as much pleasure as I ever did from the
things I enjoy.
1 I don’t enjoy things as much as I used to.
2 I get very little pleasure from the things I
used to enjoy.
3 I can’t get any pleasure from the things I used to
enjoy.
5. Guilty Feelings
0 I don’t feel particularly guilty
1 I feel guilty over many things I have done or
should have done.
2 I feel quite guilty most of the time.
3 I feel guilty all of the time.

8. Self-Criticalness
0 I don’t criticize or blame myself more than
usual.
1 I am more critical of myself than I used to be.
2 I criticize myself for all of my faults.
3 I blame myself for everything bad that
happens.
9. Suicidal Thoughts or Wishes
0 I don’t have any thoughts of killing myself.
1 I have thoughts of killing myself, but I would
not carry them out.
2 I would like to kill myself.
3 I would kill myself if I had the chance.

10. Crying
0 I don’t cry any more than I used to.
1 I cry more than I used to.
2 I cry over every little thing.
3 I feel like crying, but I can’t.
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11. Agitation
0 I am no more restless or wound up than usual.
1 I feel more restless or wound up than usual.
2 I am so restless or agitated that it’s hard to stay
still.
3 I am so restless or agitated that I have to keep
moving or doing something.
12. Loss of Interest
0 I have not lost interest in other people or activities.
1 I am less interested in other people or things than
before.
2 I have lost most of my interest in other people or
things.
3 It’s hard to get interested in anything.
13. Indecisiveness
0 I make decisions as well as ever.
1 I find it more difficult to make decisions than
usual.
2 I have much greater difficulty in making decisions
than I used to.
3 I have trouble making any decisions.
14. Worthlessness
0 I do not feel I am worthless.
1 I don’t consider myself as worthwhile and useful as
I used to.
2 I feel more worthless as compared to other people.

17. Irritability
0 I am no more irritable than usual.
1 I am more irritable than usual.
2 I am much more irritable than usual.
3 I am irritable all the time.
18. Changes in Appetite
0 I have not experienced any change in my
appetite.
1a My appetite is somewhat less than usual.
1b My appetite is somewhat more than usual.
2a My appetite is much less than before.
2b My appetite is much more than before.
3a I have no appetite at all.
3b I crave food all the time.
19. Concentration Difficulty
0 I can concentrate as well as ever.
1 I can’t concentrate as well as usual.
2 It’s hard to keep my mind on anything for
very long.
3 I find I can’t concentrate on anything.
20. Tiredness or Fatigue
0 I am no more tired or fatigued than usual.
1 I get more tired or fatigued more easily than
usual.
2 I am too tired or fatigued to do a lot of the
things I used to do.
3 I am too tired or fatigued to do most of the
things I used to do.

3 I feel utterly worthless.
15. Loss of Energy
0 I have as much energy as ever.
1 I have less energy than I used to have.
2 I don’t have enough energy to do very much.
3 I don’t have enough energy to do anything.
16. Changes in Sleeping Pattern
0 I have not experienced any change in my sleeping
pattern.
1a I sleep somewhat more than usual.
1b I sleep somewhat less than usual.
2a I sleep a lot more than usual.
2b I sleep a lot less than usual.
3a I sleep most of the day.
3b I wake up 1-2 hours early and can’t get back to
sleep.

21. Loss of Interest in Sex
0 I have not noticed any recent change in my
interest in sex.
1 I am less interested in sex than I used to be.
2 I am much less interested in sex now.
3 I have lost interest in sex now.
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We would like to ask you some questions about yourself. The questions are about your age,
marital status, educational background, and current work. Please answer all questions as
completely as possible.
Primary Caregiver – spends most time taking care of infant. Example – stay at home mom or
stay at home dad.
Secondary Caregiver– spends second most amount of time taking care of infant. Example –
working parent (e.g., father) or grandparent.
Please complete this information about the infant’s primary caregiver:
1. What is your partnership status? _____
1 = Single
2 = In a relationship
3 = Living together
4 = Married
5 = Divorced
6 = Separated
7 = Remarried
8 = Widowed
2. With which race/ethnicity do you identify most? _____
1 = Caucasian/European American
2 = African American/Black
3 = Asian/Asian American
4 = Pacific Islander
5 = Filipino
6 = Hispanic/Latino
7 = Native American
8 = Other: ____________________
3. What is the highest grade of school you’ve completed?
Elementary

1

2

3

4

High School

9

10

11

12

Post-High School
1
(vocational or technical school)

2

3

4

College
Graduate/Professional

2
6

3
7

4
8

1
5

4. What is your date of birth? _______/_______/_______
month
day
year

5

6

7

8

Degree earned (if any): __________
Degree earned (if any): __________
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5. What is your age? __________
6. What is your gender?
Male
Female
7a. What kind of work are you currently doing (what is your occupation)?
____________________________________________________
(For example: Electrical engineer, farmer, stock clerk, machinist, etc.)
7b. What are your most important activities or duties?
____________________________________________________
(For example: selling cars, filing, finishing concrete, etc.)

7c. What kind of industry is this?
____________________________________________________
(For example: retail shoe store, automobile manufacturing, or state labor department, etc.)

8. What was your approximate family income last year? _________________________
9. What is your religious affiliation?_________________________
10. Please check the boxes below if you have previously been diagnosed with any of the
following disorders/difficulties:
Depression
Anxiety
ADHD
Substance use/abuse
Behavior problems/delinquency
Other: ______________
11. Please check the boxes below if your biological mother has previously been diagnosed with
any of the following disorders/difficulties:
Depression
Anxiety
ADHD
Substance use/abuse
Behavior problems/delinquency
Other: ______________
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12. Please check the boxes below if your biological father has previously been diagnosed with
any of the following disorders/difficulties:
Depression
Anxiety
ADHD
Substance use/abuse
Behavior problems/delinquency
13. Please check the boxes below if you have previously been diagnosed with any of the
following learning or speech difficulties:
Reading disability/dyslexia
Math disability
Writing disability
Speech impairment
Other: ____________
14. Please check the boxes below if your biological mother has previously been diagnosed with
any of the following learning or speech difficulties:
Reading disability/dyslexia
Math disability
Writing disability
Speech impairment
Other: ____________
15. Please check the boxes below if your biological father has previously been diagnosed with
any of the following learning or speech difficulties:
Reading disability/dyslexia
Math disability
Writing disability
Speech impairment
Other: ____________
16. Have you had a history of medical difficulties (for example: heart disease, Alzheimer’s,
cancer)?
Yes
No
16b. If yes, please briefly describe your medical difficulties below:
______________________________________________________________________________
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PCERA CODING SHEET

1. Flat, Unemotional Tone
of Voice (R)

Video ID#:________________ Task: _________________
(1 – 2)

(3)

(4 - 5)

________

________

________

Comments
______________

The extent to which parent’s voice lacks inflection, expressiveness, or range of affect.
1 = Very flat; no emotion; monotonic.
2 = Flat tone of choice is characteristic; brief, fleeting periods of emotion in voice.
3 = Some emotion, inflection or change in pitch is present. Tone is flat much of the time.
4 = Brief or fleeting periods of flatness. Affective range in voice is usual.
5 = No flatness in voice. Characteristically expressive.
2. Expressed Positive Affect

_______

________

________

_____________

This may be reflected in the amount of affection (e.g., touching, smiling, hugs) or enthusiasm
expressed. Ratings should reflect overall amount of affect, not only that which is directed
toward child.
1 = None.
2 = Slight positive affect; one or two times for a brief period.
3 = Moderate positive affect; three or 4 times for a brief period.
4 = Considerable positive affect expressed; five or more times for a longer period than in #3.
Not characteristic.
5 = Characteristically expresses positive affect frequently and easily.
3. Depressed, Withdrawn,
Apathetic (R)

________

________

________

______________

This may be reflected in sad, flattened, or constricted range of affect, lack of animation in
facial expression, few or sluggish movements and/or little expression of energy, expressed
helplessness or hopelessness, self-absorption, verbalizations indicating negative perceptions
or perceptions of rejection, anhedonia, or little interest in activities or interactions. Consider
intensity and duration over five-minute segment.
1 = Extreme apathy; withdrawal; depression; sadness; a picture of lifelessness. Behaviorally
characterized by little or no movement; little or no interaction.
2 = Depressed; withdrawn; very flat affect. Less intense or pervasive than #1.
3 = Moderately depressed or flattened mood; withdrawn moderate amount of time.
4 = Slight withdrawal; slight depression; one or two brief instances. Not pervasive mood.
5 = No evidence of apathy, depression, or withdrawal.
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4. Enjoyment, Pleasure

_______

________

________

_____________

This may range from slight pleasure to considerable enjoyment and a very positive attitude
towards one’s child. May include smiles, positive and encouraging statements, playfulness.
Differentiate pleasure from inappropriate excitement.
1 = No enjoyment or pleasure in one’s child expressed; inappropriate pleasure or excitement
expressed; blank staring.
2 = Slight enjoyment, pleasure.
3 = Moderate enjoyment and pleasure.
4 = Considerable enjoyment and pleasure expressed toward child.
5 = Expresses a great deal of enjoyment and pleasure; characteristic.
5. Amount of Verbalization

_______

________

________ _______________

Amount of talking parent does to child and about child’s activities, as appropriate.
1 = No verbalizations or vocalizations.
2 = Infrequent.
3 = Moderate. Talks approximately half of the time.
4 = Considerable. Not characteristic.
5 = Frequent verbalizations or vocalizations.
6. Structures and Mediates
Environment

_______

________

________ _______________

This variable attempts to assess the parent as the child’s first or auxiliary ego, i.e, a parent’s
demonstrated capacity to take the role of an adult caretaker as appropriate to the child’s
needs and the task. This included modulating the affect and stimulation as well as facilitating
the child’s acquisition of skills and mastery of age-appropriate tasks. This can be measured
by looking at the amount and the way in which s/he gains, helps to focus, and sustains the
child’s attention to the relevant aspects of the situation. The scaffolding provided by the
parent may, with a younger infant, be manifested by good, protective caretaking. With an
older child, this may include a quality of assistance such as teaching, demonstrating, clear
statements of expectations, and limit setting with an awareness of where the child is
affectively and cognitively. Quality included effectiveness of parent’s efforts.
1 = No instances of providing structure or mediation of environment; efforst to structure or
mediate are completely ineffective.
2. A few attempts to structure/mediate; efforts to structure or mediate are usually ineffective.
3 = Moderate amount or effectiveness of structuring/mediating.
4 = On most occasions takes the role of adult caretaker where this is appropriate. Efforts to
structure are usually effective.
5 = Characteristically takes role of adult caretaker. Efforts to structure are almost always
effective.
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Confusion, Hubbub, and Order Scale
INSTUCTIONS. The following items are statements that may or may not reflect your life at
home. Please select True (T) or False (F) for each item as it pertains to you.

1. There is very little commotion in our home.
2. We can usually find things when we need them.
3. We almost always seem to be rushed.
4. We are usually able to stay on top of things.
5. No matter how hard we try, we always seem to be running late.
6. It’s a real zoo in our home.
7. At home we can talk to each other without being interrupted.
8. There is often a fuss going on at our home.
9. No matter what our family plans, it usually doesn’t seem to work out.
10. You can’t hear yourself think in our home.
11. I often get drawn into other people’s arguments at home.
12. Our home is a good place to relax.
13. The telephone takes up a lot of our time at home.
14. The atmosphere in our home is calm.
15. First thing in the day, we have a regular routine at home.

True
(T)
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T

False
(F)
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
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We would like to ask you some questions about your income. Please answer the following
questions as accurately as possible.
1. How many adults live in your household? ____________
2. How many children live in your household? _____________
3. For each adult in your household, what is his/her monthly income from employment?
a. Primary caregiver: $____________
b. Secondary caregiver: $____________
c. Additional Adult #1: $____________
d. Additional Adult #2: $____________
4. Are you or your child(ren) receiving help from the Women, Infants, and Children
Nutrition program (WIC) or Supplemental Security Income program (SSI)?
YES

NO

a. If Yes, how much per month? $__________
5. Do you live in a public housing project – that is, housing owned or operated by a local
housing authority or other governmental agency?
YES

NO

6. Is there any legal arrangement that states the baby’s father must pay some kind of
financial support?
YES

NO

7. Do you have health insurance for yourself?
YES

NO

a. If yes, is the insurance through a state or governmental agency (for example,
Medicaid, All Kids, FamilyCare, ICHIP, IPXP)?
YES

NO

8. Do you have health insurance for your child(ren)?
YES

NO

a. If yes, is the insurance through a state or governmental agency (for example,
Medicaid, All Kids, FamilyCare, ICHIP, IPXP)?
YES

NO
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9. For each of the following that applies, please record the amount of monthly income for
each adult in the household:

Unemployment Insurance payments

Primary
Caregiver
$

Secondary
Caregiver
$

Additional
Adult #1
$

Additional
Adult #2
$

Food Stamps

$

$

$

$

Supplemental Security Income or SSI
program
Cash income from welfare program

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

Child Support payments (directly from
parent or through welfare or child
support agency)
Social security Disability payments

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

Worker’s Compensation, Veteran’s
disability, or other disability payments
Social Security retirement or survivor’s
payments, or other government pension
Other pension or retirement income
(from company or union)
Income help from relatives outside the
household
Income help from friends

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

Any other form of income, including
child support

$

$

$

$

10. What is the first language of the infant’s mother? __________________
11. What is the first language of the infant’s father? __________________
12. What language is spoken in the home most frequently? _________________
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APPENDIX F
STUDY CONSENT FORM
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APPENDIX G
STILL FACE PARADIGM CODING SHEET
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Still Face Paradigm Infant Emotion Regulation Code
Noldus will prompt you every second to report on the presence or absence of each of the
behaviors below. You should code what you see when the video pauses, not what occurs in the
video during the second. If a behavior is ambiguous, you should maintain the previous code until
the behavior is clear (e.g., if it is ambiguous as to when an infant stops sucking on thumb,
continue coding behavior until it is clear the thumb is out of his/her mouth).
Mother Orientation
Direction of gaze toward from mother (i.e., infant’s gaze focused on mother)
0 = Infant gaze not focused on mother (e.g., infant looking away from mother)
1 = Infant gaze focused on mother
Physical Self-Soothing Behaviors
Infant engaging in self-soothing behaviors including sucking on fingers or clothing,
rubbing/touching hands or hair, rocking self)
0 = Infant not engaging in any self-soothing behaviors
1 = Infant engaging in at least one of the above self-soothing behaviors
Self-Distraction Behaviors
Infant engaging in behaviors aimed at distracting self (e.g., playing with high chair, shoes, etc.).
Infant’s gaze must be focused on object being used in distraction.
0 = Infant not engaging in distraction behaviors or is not attending to distracting object
1 = Infant is focused on and utilizing distraction measures
Attention-gaining Behaviors
Infant engaging in behaviors with the intent of engaging mother (e.g., “pick me up” gesture,
reaching toward mother, kicking feet, bouncing in high chair, engaging in displays of positive
affect)
0 = Infant not engaging in attention-gaining behaviors
1 = Infant engaging in behavior aimed at engaging mother in interaction
Distancing/Escape Behaviors
Infant attempting to get out of high chair or away from situation/mother (e.g., turning around in
high chair, pushing self out of high chair)
0 = Infant not engaging in distancing or escape behaviors
1 = Infant engaging in distancing or escape behaviors
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Mother compliance to task (second by second code)
Degree to which mother maintains neutral facial expression and resists responding to infant
during task. Violations to compliance include mild to extreme occurrences of smiling, laughing,
nodding/shaking head, touching child, and vocalizations directed toward child (e.g., humming,
talking).
0 = No violation
1 = Violation
Mother compliance to task (global code)
Degree to which mother maintains neutral facial expression and resists responding to infant
during task. Violations to compliance include mild to extreme occurrences of smiling, laughing,
nodding/shaking head, touching child, and vocalizations directed toward child (e.g., humming,
talking).
0 = Mother completely compliant to task instructions
1 = Mother mostly compliant to task instructions, but with instances of mild non-compliance
(i.e., breaks from neutral facial expression and responds to infant to a minimal degree [i.e., less
than half of the still face episode or with low intensity*])
2 = Mother mildly complaint to task instructions (i.e., breaks from neutral facial expression and
responds to infant to a moderate degree [i.e., more than half of the still-face episode or with high
intensity**])
3 = Mother not complaint to task instructions (i.e., mother regularly breaks from neutral facial
expression and responds to infant and does so with high intensity**)
*Low intensity deviations may include behaviors such as small smiles, muffled laughter, or quiet
“shh-ing” of child
**High intensity deviations may include behaviors such as full face smiles, laughter, or speaking
words at normal volume to the child
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APPENDIX H
PERMISSIONS FOR USE OF MEASURES
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Permissions to use questionnaires and coding procedures:
Beck Depression Inventory-II (BDI-II) – Originally purchased at
http://www.pearsonclinical.com/psychology/products/100000159/beck-depression-inventoryiibdi-ii.html. Reproduced with permission.
Chaos, Hubbub, and Order Scale (CHAOS) – available for free online at
http://www.performwell.org/index.php?option=com_mtree&task=att_download&link_id=483&c
f_id=24
Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV Disorders (SCID) – Originally purchased at
https://secure.cumc.columbia.edu/scid/. Reproduced with permission
(http://www.scid4.org/order/permission/make_copies.html)
Demographics Forms (e.g., primary caregiver demographics, infant demographics, supplemental
income) – created by our laboratory to gain relevant information
Parent Child Early Relational Assessment (PCERA) - Materials for properly using this coding
scheme were accessed through communications with Roseanne Clark. Some materials (e.g.,
training videos) were purchased.

